Dubuque is great! I love talking about it when
I’m out of town and I love learning about all the
ways people are working behind the scenes to
make things happen so progress, new construction and revitalization can thrive. But I swear, if
I have to hear one more person quote the “would
the last person to leave Dubuque please turn out
the lights” reference from that ill-fated East Coast
newspaper article from two decades ago I’m going
to be sick. In fact, I think I just threw up a little just
now while writing. I especially hate hearing this
from out-of-towners who come and use it in motivational speeches to us, as though they unearthed
some gem on Google they think we’ve never heard
before. Like the random guy who meets my friend
Jake Wookey on the street and says, “Oh, yeah, do
you know Han Solo...” as if he were the first clever
idiot to come back with that witty zinger. Good
Lord, let it die! It’s like Dustin Hoffman still taking heat for Ishtar. What, you can’t just be proud
of where we are, we have to keep dredging up
that old one-liner? Many people don’t even know
there were ever hard times here in River City. But
we love to make sure they find out.
A few years back I was asked to rework a new resident welcoming video. The draft of the video I was
given was essentially filled with people apologizing for being from Dubuque. Huh? It was like “We
left Dubuque years ago to find good jobs and we
were happy in Minneapolis, then I got pregnant
so we came home and we love it here now.” Why
would you EVER tell that story? Needless to say,
the new video has none of that. It now tells the
story of Dubuque as it is today because how it is
now is what matters to new residents. That, and
what it will be like tomorrow. Learn from the past,
but leave it there. It’s like a successful banker feeling like it’s necessary to point out that despite his
success, he had a skin condition in grade school
and kids called him lumpy. Not gonna happen.
Dubuque today is not the Dubuque of 25 years
ago. We do have a proud heritage. Our history,
our historic structures, and family legacies are a
strong part of the fabric of our community. But
must we get hung up on a stretch of bad luck in
the ‘70s and ‘80s. Why don’t we tout our success
as a massive millworking mecca a hundred years
ago, or lead mining 150 years ago? Dubuque,
Iowa, Version 2007 is an amazing place. Events
and opportunities abound. Job growth and educational venues are strong. There’s stuff to do 365
days a year ... thus our name, yo!
I suppose the people who worked the hardest to
reverse our fortunes have a reason to like the story.
Why not be allowed to say “look what we did!”
But I think, in new business and resident recruiting situations, it is wise to take the Mr. Darcy approach. Do the selfless act because you love Elisabeth Bennett but don’t take credit for the deed.
After all, you know she’s gonna figure it all out
eventually anyway and then you look ten times
cooler for not having said, “I did it, I did it!” That’s
such a Mr. Collins kind of thing to do. (I totally

impressed all the ladies there, didn’t I.)
Have you ever gone to Austin? When you get off
the plane and when you drive into town there are
billboards and ads everywhere proclaiming it as
the “live music capital of the world.” After a while
I wondered why all these ads were here in Austin.
I’m already here, dude, no need to advertise to
get me here. Then it hit me. These ads aren’t for
me, they are for Austinites. Is that what you call
them? These ads are designed to drill the concept
into the heads of residents so when they travel the
world they tell the story, “I’m from Austin, Texas,
live music capital of the world.” They have civic
pride even if they don’t know exactly why. It’s just
the company line.
We need to be drilling the message of Dubuque
2007 into the heads of our own people. No more
bowing our heads and shrugging, saying “Oh, I’m
from Dubuque.” You’re from freakin’ Dubuque,
man! The coolest town in the Midwest! We have
festivals coming out of our ears. You can go out to
eat without reservations and you can park within a
block of your destination and not get mugged. You
can get a tee time anytime. And wherever you go,
you know people. This is heaven, man … ooh ...
sorry ... that saying is getting a little tired too. But
at least it’s a cool one. We need a big advertising
campaign aimed at us telling ourselves all the reasons we are better than anywhere else. That way
when we’re all over the world, people can hold
their heads high (talking points in hand) and proclaim the coolness of our community. Seriously,
is that such a bad idea? Pick one simple concept
about the many strengths of our incredible city
and drill it into everyone’s head again and again
and again. Especially the heads of the people who
don’t really know what they’re talking about but
love to pick up the rumors and opinions of other
people who don’t know what they’re talking about
and make them their own. Those people make me
so happy. If you keep saying that you are something, eventually that is what you will believe. If
we don’t craft that message, people are going to
adopt whatever attitude is drilled into them at the
water cooler.
Of course, young people will always hate their
hometown. Young people from every single city
in America think it sucks where they live. Mayor
Buol told me that the mayor of Boulder, Colorado,
says young people there say the same thing there.
Four years of college and a couple years of rush
hour traffic and they’ll be champing at the bit to
live where they can have a great job AND a vibrant social life AND run across town in ten minutes. So don’t take them too seriously, they’re all
angry at something. One day they’ll get pregnant
and come home too. Just kidding.
By the way, I realize that by writing this, I’m exacerbating the very thing that I’m complaining about.
But at least I’m offering a solution. Most whiners
never do that. I’m a special kind of whiner.
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We’ve hidden 365’s WANDO somewhere in this
issue of Dubuque365ink. Can you find the master
of movies buried within these pages? Hint: He’s
tiny and could be anywhere ! Good Luck! Winners get a free warm fuzzy felling in your belly!

by Mike Ironside

A

nyone who lives in Dubuque
or has even visited our city in
the last year or so can see that
there is a lot going on in our community.
From public development to private investment and a variety of public/private
projects in between, it’s abundantly clear
the Dubuque community has vision and
knows how to get things done. In fact,
when 365 set out to do a cover story on the
wide range of community projects in development for our April 19 issue, we were
forced to spread the article over three issues as there was just too much going on
to fit it all into one (check out our 365ink
archive online at Dubuque365.com to
see the articles and list of projects).
It has only been a few months since we
ran that initial story and already much has
been accomplished. The Crescent Community Health Center is open and serving
the medical and dental care needs of the
uninsured and underinsured. McGrawHill employees have moved into the
publishing company’s new building at
the Port of Dubuque. Stone Cliff Winery
has opened a new production facility and

tasting room in the renovated Dubuque
Star Brewery. The Dubuque Community
School District welcomed students to a
brand new George Washington Carver
Elementary and a renovated Hempstead
High School this fall. New restaurants
and retail are opening downtown and in
the expanding West-end development.
In the realm of public projects, the City
of Dubuque has been equally busy. Our
cover illustrates one aspect of the City’s
renovation of the Federal Building – new
City Council Chambers, part of a $3.1million restoration project that will relocate Housing Department offices in the
1930s-era deco-styled building. From
street reconstruction to a record-setting
year for assisting business expansions,
the City continues to invest in infrastructure and programs that beautify our community, expand our economic opportunities and improve our quality of life.
The City recently published a 2007 State
of the City and Annual Report outlining a
list of accomplishments by department that
again is far too expansive to even include
here (you can pick up a copy at City Hall).
But suffice it to say that from City Council
on down and from department to department, City of Dubuque elected officials
and staff are making great strides in achieving the goals they have set for themselves.
Among those achievements is one that
acknowledges progress made in other
areas and stands out as a highlight in
and of itself to be shared with the entire
community. In June, the National Civic
League named Dubuque an All-America
City. The oldest and most prestigious civic competition in the nation, the award
is given to just 10 cities each year. The
designation recognizes communities that
involve citizens and work together to resolve problems and move forward.

The award is a capstone to a host of recent accolades for our city including an
Iowa Great Places designation, being
named one of the 100 Best Communities
for Youth in the nation, the Crescent Community Health Center being designated
a federal community health center with
annual federal funding, and the completion of Greater Dubuque Development
Corp.’s River Valley Initiative that earned
Dubuque a ranking of 23rd of 387 cities
in the nation in job growth, right between

Austin, Texas, and Orlando, Florida.
The All-America City Award is the stamp
of approval that acknowledges what many
have known for a long time. Dubuque’s
citizens and government know how to
work together. From planning to implementation, our City officials understand
the value and importance of engaging the
broader community. “Creating a vision
with corresponding goals and clear priorities and then carrying those out in partnerContinued on page 29

DANNY GLOVER IS AN EXPERT AT DELIVERING JUSTICE
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Danny Glover & Felix Justice
What way do we golf?
10th Annual Mackin-Mailander Lecture Series at
The United Way, of course! The
Clarke College will feature “A Conversation with DanWe can all agree that golf is a good
thing, right? And raising funds for a
good cause is a good thing, right? So
what happens when you put the two
together? A really good thing.
On Wednesday, October 3, Tyler’s Justice Center, in association with the United
Way of Northwest Illinois, will be hosting a Celebrity
Caddy Auction and Golf Outing at Woodbine Bend
Golf Course. The event will begin with a grill buffet at
11:30 a.m., followed by a celebrity caddy and prize
backage auction. Local celebrity caddies have pulled
together a number of great prize packages, including
a ski package, golf packages and more. After the auction, a round of 18-hole best ball will follow.
Registration is $70 for an individual, and $280 for a
foursome. The price includes the round of golf, the
cart, lunch, prizes and hors d’oeuvres following the
golf outing. To register, call Shirley Rosenthal at U.S.
Bank at 815-776-7165. All proceeds will benefit Tyler’s Justice Center for Children’s Building Fund. So
what? So let’s dance ... and raise funds!

Keep on rollin’...
It’s hard enough to keep up with the changes in postage from week to week, much less deal with all the
other changing postal regulations that seem to vary all
the time. There’s an event that’s just for you, though.
“Roll With the Changes,” a postal customer fall seminar, will be held at the
Grand River Center on Friday, September
21. The seminar will provide information
on the current shape-based rate structure
and the newest rules regarding standard- and first-class
mail. The seminar will also include demonstrations
of the functionality of USPS.com, as well as alternate
access options in the event that you need something
mailed and the post office is closed or too far away.
Admission is $55, including lunch. For more information, contact JoAnn Jurisic at 563-582-4365. Hey, that
number looks familiar!

My Little Pony LIVE!
Vee Corporation Presents My Little Pony LIVE! for two
big nights at the Five Flags Arena. On October 3 and
4 at 7 p.m., see the venerable children’s fantasy world
come to life in “The World’s Biggest Tea Party.” Pinkie Pie and her seven charming Ponyville friends each
have an extra-special talent and skill to help with the
party! The Ponies use their colorful imaginations and
work together to host the biggest party of the year. Plan
ahead to get your tickets when they go on sale August
20 at 10 a.m. Ticket prices are $12 and $15. There
are a limited number of $18 and
$23 seats available. More information at FiveFlagsCenter.com
or by phone Phone: 563-5894258, toll free: 888-412-9758.

ny Glover, Moderated by Felix Justice” on Tuesday, Oct.
9, in the Robert and Ruth Kehl Center on the Clarke
campus. In discussing the importance of arts in education, Glover and Justice examine the intersections of
art, culture and activism. Using examples
from their lives and
some of the great works
of literature, both men
bring to life their devotion to the education of
young people and the
inspiration of the next
generation of leaders in
the world.

Natural capitalism ... what’s that?

Find out for yourselves on October 9, as the Dubuque
League of Women Voters presents an informational
seminar on the concept of natural capitalism. William
Stigliani, Ph.D., will be the featured speaker as he introduces business leaders, manufacturers and the general public to these ideas. There will be two programs:
A noon luncheon at the Loras College Alumni Center,
and a 7 p.m. presentation in the main theater of the
National Mississippi River Museum & Aquarium. To
make a reservation for the noon luncheon, contact
Judy Curtis by calling 563-582-1909. Reservations are
not required for the evening event.

Over the Hedge

UPCOMING EVENT SUMMARY
Go Red For Women (American Heart Association)
Friday, September 21 (Details on page 7)
USPS Postal Seminar
Friday, September 21 (Details on this page)
Legends of New York City (Lennon, John, Joel)
Friday, September 21, Grand Opera House
Wild Animals CD Release Party
Saturday, Sept. 22, Voices Warehouse (Detials, page 19)
Evita
Monday, September 24, UWP CFA (Detials on page 11)
Readings Under the Influence
Tuesday, September 25, Busted Lift (Details on page 9)
Leading the Way to Global Climate Solutions
September 26, Grand River Center (Details on page 6)
Art After Hours @ VOICES
Saturday, Sept 29, Voices Warehouse (Detials on page 7)
100 Years of Broadway @ Five Flags
Monday, October 1, Five Flags Theater (Detials on page 6)
Writing Life Stories @ Shalom
Mondays starting October 1 (Detials on page 7)
Mana-Pasifika (Arts @ Clarke Silver Series)
Tuesday, October 2, Clarke College (Detials on page 9)
United Way Golf Outing
Wed., October 3, Woodbine Bend (Details on this page)

The proposed ice arena at Chaplain Schmidt Island
just got another solid boost! Dupaco Community
Credit Union, KAT-FM and Star Cinema have just announced a benefit event to be held at Star Cinema to
help fund the project.

My Little Pony Live
Wed & Thu Oct 3 & 4, Five Flags (Details on this page)

On Saturday, October 27, the film Over the Hedge
will be played at two showings, 9 a.m. and 10:30 a.m.
For only 92 cents per person, you and your family can
see this popular animated film on the big screen again
... and if you never got around to it the first time, this
is a great opportunity! Based on the comic strip of the
same name, Over the Hedge is about RJ the Raccoon,
who gets himself in trouble with a hibernating bear
named Vincent after he accidentally destroys Vincent’s
food stash. RJ has to replace everything in a week ... or
he’s going to be eaten. Bears are hungry, you know. With the voices
of Bruce Willis, Steve Carrell,
William Shatner and more, this
movie is simply an enjoyable
good time.

Tri-State’s Largest Chili Cook-Off
Saturday, October 6, Cable Car Square (Details on page 13)

All admission proceeds will go to
fund Dubuque Community Ice and
Recreation, Inc. Doors open at 8:30
a.m for the early show and 10 a.m. for
the later edition. For more information, contact Mike Weber at Dupaco
Community Credit Union by calling
563-557-7600, extension 2278, or email him at mweber@dupaco.com.

Art @ Your Library
Friday, October 5, Carnegie Stout (Details on page 10)

Shullsburg Cheesefest
Saturday, October 6, Shullsburg WI (Details on page 12)
Symphony Classics Concert 1
October 6-7, Five Flags Theater
Classical Madness voting begins
October 6-7, Five Flags Theater (Detials on page 8)
Galena Country Fair
October 6-7, Grant Park, Galena, Ill (Detials, page 14)
A Conversation with Danny Glover & Felix Justice
October 9, Clarke College (Details on this page)
Natural Capitalism
Tuesday, October 9, Loras College (Details on this page)
Over the Hedge
Saturday, October 27, Star Cinemas (Details on this page)
Broadway’s Peter Pan Musical!
Sunday, October 28, Five Flags Theater (Ad on page 11)

365INK: DON’T GET WATER ON IT AFTER MIDNIGHT
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All eyes on us!
by Tim Brechlin

As Mike Ironside writes in the cover story of this edition of 365ink, the City of
Dubuque has a lot to be proud of nowadays. We’re getting quite a bit of attention
from the rest of the state and the rest of
the country ... we’re in the limelight, now,
and that’s pretty cool, if you ask me. And I
edit this magazine, so you are asking me.

Some more attention is coming this way
next week, as the 2007 Iowa League of
Cities Annual Conference &
Exhibit rolls into Dubuque.
What does that mean for us?
Basically, it’s a chance for us
to strut our stuff to the rest
of the entire state. We’re going to have more than a thousand visitors,
from elected city officials, city staff, honored guests, their families and more, hailing from communities all across Iowa,
and they’re going to be seeing the very
best that we have to offer.

Answers on page 31
1. Chili Cook-Off 2007 will be the:
A. First Annual.
B. Twelfth Annual.
C. Fourteenth Annual.
D. No one remembers.
2. What is the original name of the band
the Wild Animals?
A. Zombie Kitten
B. Too Many Maracas
C. Moosin’
D. Worn-Out Shoes
3. Shullsburg is celebrating its 10th annual Cheesefest. What makes a cheese
curd squeaky?
4. Which of the following ingredients are
not allowed in C.A.S.I. regulation chili?
A. Beef.
B. Chili Powder.
C. Beans.
D. Water.
5. Evita is playing at the University of
Wisconsin-Platteville. What TV star originated the role of Che on Broadway?
1. Mark Harmon
2. Mandy Patinkin
3. David Caruso
4. Mark Dauber

You see, the League of Cities is an association of more than 870 Iowa communities, all of whom pool together and share
their thoughts, ideas and best practices.
Through such accomplishments as being named one of the top communities
for young people in the nation, having a
ridiculously large share of the state’s private sector growth with a disproportionately small share of the population, and
of course the All-America City award,
we’ve established ourselves as an exemplar city in the state of Iowa.
So if you happen to run into any of these
folks as they’re strolling about the city as
they’re here from September 26 - 28, say
hello and welcome them to town!
Also, time is really, really, really running
out to register for “Growing Sustainable
Communities: Leading the Way to Global Climate Solutions.” This will be a luncheon / panel discussion on September
26, the first day of the League of Cities
conference, featuring Salt Lake City Mayor Rocky Anderson and internationally
renowned architect Edward Mazria. Anderson has long been an advocate of environmental protections, going so far as
to commit Salt Lake City to abide by the

international Kyoto Protocols, improving
air quality and reducing greenhouse gas
emissions. It was such a success that Salt
Lake City had exceeded the conditions
of the Kyoto Protocols by 2005,
seven years ahead of the actual
target date for the member nations. Mazria has spent 30 years
employing a modern, cuttingedge environmental approach to
his architecture and has won multiple awards throughout his career
for his excellence in the field.

mational experience. The panel will be
facilitated by Rockefeller Brothers Fund
Program Director Michael Northrop, the
head of a group promoting social change
and environmental advocacy.
There is still time to register, but
it’s running out: Registration must
be completed by September 24.
You can register online at www.
cityofdubuque.org, or call 563589-4110 for more information.

This panel has been sponsored
by the City of Dubuque and the
Rockefeller Brothers Fund, the latter of which was essential in securing the presence of these renowned
speakers for this one-of-a-kind infor-

6. As of this year’s Chili Cook-Off, how
many years will Dubuque365.com have
been in operation?
1. 2
2. 10
3. 4
4. 7
7. In the Dubuque Symphony’s Classical
Madness, which of these should be the
champion?
A. 1812 Overture
B. Ode to Joy
C. Bolero
D. Rhapsody in Blue
8. The Dubuque Jaycees volunteer at Chili
Cook-Off to serve:
A. Chili.
B. Antacids.
C. Pudding.
D. Duh, beer!
9. In what year was the Federal Building
on this issue’s cover constructed?
A. 1894
B. 1934
C. 1952
D. 1971
10. How much did the City of Dubuque
pay the Federal government for the building in 2006?

Imagine entering a time machine and
experiencing all the musicals in Broadway’s history ... from the seminal classics like Camelot to The King and I to
Les Miserables to Grease and so many,
many more. Well, we’re not quite at
Doctor Who’s level of technology, so
we can’t do that yet, but the Five Flags
Theater has what is easily the next best thing
coming to town.
It’s called 100 Years of
Broadway, pianist Neil
Berg’s wildly successful musical revue of the
most time-honored musicals of Broadway, and it’s
coming to Five Flags on
Monday, October 1, for
a single performance.
The show recreates the greatest mo-

ments of these shows, with classics like
The Phantom of the Opera, Les Miserables, Jesus Christ Superstar, My Fair
Lady, Jekyll & Hyde, and many more,
plus songs from many of Broadway’s
newest hit musicals. The performers,
including Dubuque native Rita Harvey,
are all experienced Broadway performers, so you know you’re in
for a good time.
Tickets for the concert
performance are $45, $35
and $30; the student / senior discount is $5 off $30
balcony seats. Tickets are
on sale now and may be
purchased at Five Flags
Box Office, by phone at
563-557-8497, online at
ticketmaster.com and at
any Ticketmaster outlet. For more information, visit www.fiveflagscenter.com.

WE COLLECT ALL THE FUN STUFF IN ONE PAPER SO LAZY PEOPLE DON”T HAVE TO!
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and live stronger, longer lives.

The second annual American Heart Association Go Red For Women Luncheon, an
event that is designed to encourage women in Dubuque County to become more
aware of their own cardiovascular health,
will be held on Friday, September 21. Set
to begin at 11 a.m. at the Grand River
Center, Go Red For Women is the American Heart Association’s national call for
women to take charge of their heart health
Everyone enjoys a good
yarn, right? If you enjoy
storytelling and would like
to preserve your life story
or tales from your family,
Shalom Retreat Center is
offering a program you’ll want to attend. Sister Eileen Miller, OSF, is leading
a four-session program called “Writing
Life Stories” to be held from 2 to 4 p.m.
on Mondays, October 1, 15, 29 and November 13 at the center.
Designed to recall and record life stories
for the fun of it and for the enjoyment of
posterity, this series will offer direction

The Dubuque Go Red For Women Luncheon includes a health exposition hosted by community health care providers
and exhibitors, a luncheon speaker and
silent auction. Mercy Medical Center
and Medical Associates are the primary
sponsors of the function. All funds raised
at the event stay in Iowa and go to women’s heart research and community education. Last year’s inaugural event raised
more than $20,000 -- do you think you
can help them do better this year?
To reserve tickets, tables or for information about sponsorships, call the American Heart Association office at 563-3234321 and visit www.americanheart.org
for more information.
and tips for writing life stories. This writing is different
from journaling; it doesn’t
constitute an entire autobiography, although the stories are autobiographical in
nature. Best of all, anyone who is interested can do this, whether or not one has
had previous writing experience. Anyone
who can tell a story can write a story!
The offering to participate in this foursession series is $35 per person and
includes coffee and cookies and each
session. To register, call Shalom at 563582-3592 by September 28.

VOICES

Schedule of Events
Saturday, September 22
Gallery Hours 1 - 5 p.m.
Special Event: 8 p.m.,
The Wild Animals CD Release Party.
Donation at the door.

Saturday, September 29
Gallery Hours 1 - 5 p.m.
Art After Hours, 7 - 11 p.m.
Sponsored by Captain Merry Bistro and Spa.
Donation at the door.

Saturday, October 6
Special Closing Event: 7 - 11 p.m.
Closing Party with musical guests Broke Out
Steppers. Donation at the Door.
All events are held at the Voices Warehouse
at the corner of 10th & Jackson in downtown
Dubuque. Look for the orange Voices sign on
the corner of the building and the orange door.

DUDE, JOHN WILLIAMS COULD TOTALLY WHIP BEETHOVEN
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So if you take the concept of the annual
NCAA basketball tournament ... and you
combine it with classical music ... what
do you get? You get the Dubuque Symphony Orchestra’s Classical Madness!
Classical Madness is a year-long vote for
the favorite classical music selections of
Tri-State music lovers. A field of
64 nominees has been
selected by a panel
of musical experts, broken down
into
four
brackets:
O ve r t u r e s ,
symphonies,
concertos and
the wild cards
(miscellaneous).
And beginning on
October 6, through online voting, Beethoven will engage in mortal combat with Shotakovich,
Brahms and more, as the field is whittled
down a la March Madness.
The start of voting coincides with the
Symphony’s Classics Concerts 1, on October 6 and 7. The Field of 32 will be announced alongside Classics Concerts 2
on November 10 and 11, followed by the

Sweet Sixteen / Classics 3 on February 2
and 3, 2008. Classics 4 on March 1 and
2, 2008, will bring out the Elite Eight, to
be then pared down to the Final Four on
March 19, 2008. The Tri-State area’s favorite classical music selection will then
be announced on April 16, 2008.
Later in the year, two free concerts will be held at the
Five Flags Theater.
The program, sponsored by a
grant from
the
National Endowment
for the Arts,
will comprise the
winning selections from each of
the four brackets as
part of the celebration of
the beginning of the 50th anniversary season of the Dubuque Symphony
Orchestra, 2008 - 09.
To vote for Classical Madness, go to
the Symphony’s Web site at www.
dubuquesymphony.org. For more information, contact Executive Director Jeff
Goldsmith by e-mailing jgoldsmith@
dubuquesymphony,org.

Art After Hours
Saturday, September 29
Voices Warehouse Gallery

For those who might have missed the
opening night or other special events celebrating the incredible Voices From The
Warehouse art exhibit at the 10th and
Jackson Street warehouse, the Dubuque
Museum of Art’s Art After Hours group
hosts a special event on Saturday, September 29, from 7 to 11 p.m.

Shakespeare by Loras College and Fly
By Night Theater Troupe.

With a buffet of fabulous food provided by the Captain Merry, a selection of
fine beverages offered by Rotary Club of
Dubuque, and live jazz music by ‘Round
Midnight’s Bill Encke and Pab Adams,
the Art After Hours event promises to
be a great opportunity to experience the
warehouse exhibit one more time. The
event will also provide another chance
for guests to see Theater Voices, live
theatrical performances adapted from

Admission for the event is $10. This Art
After Hours event is sponsored by the
Captain Merry and the Dubuque Museum of Art. For more information, call
the Museum of Art at 563-557-1851.

MANA PASIFIKA INDEED!
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BL onMS4RUI

Just for the record, you don’t need to
be under the influence of alcohol to
enjoy Readings Under the Influence at
the Busted Lift. You could be under the
influence of love, for example. Or cute
kittens. Or Mexican food. Any number
of options are open to you ... now, with
that out of the way, make plans to hit up
the BL on MS for RUI! (Busted Lift, Main
Street, and you know the rest.)

the poetry of Riley Miller. A shot before
performing, a shot after, and who knows
what in-between?

Readings Under the Influence will begin at 8 p.m. As always, there’s no cover
charge. As the organizers always say, “I
know U R, but RUI?”

Set for Tuesday, September 25, RUI organizers are bringing you the RUI Fall Festival. While the leaves may be changing,
RUI will still be its normal RUI self. But
why waste a season change without a festival? That’s how Dubuque does it, that’s
how America does it ... and it’s worked
out pretty well so far. The RUI Fall Festival
will feature face painting, a fish pond, the
50/50 raffle, a cake walk and a paddlewheel. With lots of prizes. And snacks.
The lineup features artist and poet Samantha Jones, singer / songwriter Jackie
Koerperich and her original songs, and

extravagance and exotic flavor of
the Pacific as Clarke music ensembles join up with the group ManaPasifika, creating an evening of the
Pacific Isles.
The word “mana” is defined as an
impersonal force (power, strength,
blessings) said to exist in people,
animals or inanimate objects which
provide a sense of wonder, awe or
respect. It is in this spirit that the
dance group Mana-Pasifika performs, striving to bring the heart of
Polynesia to audiences. The group
comprises mostly indigenous natives, being second- and third-generation descendants from the area,
with 40 years of collective experience within its membership.

Pacifico!
Now that the school year is in session,
that means that the next season of the
Arts at Clarke is just around the corner,
too. The 2007-2008 Arts at Clarke Silver
Series kicks off soon, with International
Night: The Pacific Isles being presented
on Tuesday, October 2.
The event will immerse attendees in the

And since you can’t experience flavor
without tasting flavor, cuisine of the Pacific Isles will be served at the intermission. Now you really can’t miss out.
The performance will begin at 7:30
p.m. in the Jansen Music Call on the
Clarke Campus. Admission is only $10,
and tickets are available now at www.
clarke.edu/artsatclarke or by calling
563-584-8642. For more information,
contact Clarke’s public relations office
at 563-588-6318.

SEPT. 20 - OCT. 3

365INK: PREFERRED BY 10 OUT OF 10 LIBRARY READERS
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Art@Your LibraryTM October Exhibit:
Donna Gibson and Alda Kaufman
Opening Reception,
Friday, October 5
The Carnegie-Stout Public Library
wraps up the year-long celebration of
the arts known as “A year of Art@your
library” with the final exhibition in the
series on display for the month of October featuring Donna Gibson and Alda
Kaufman. An opening reception, providing an opportunity to meet the artists will be held in the Library’s historic
Rotunda, Friday, October 5, from 5:30
to 7:30 p.m. The opening reception is
free and open to the public.
Originally from Guttenberg, Iowa, Donna
Gibson received her
degree in art education from Viterbo University in LaCrosse,
Wisconsin, which began her 32-year career
teaching art at junior high schools in
Manitowoc and Dubuque. She retired
in 2001 to concentrate on her own
work as a member of Dubuque’s Tuesday Group of painters and is now part
of the group of artists working at the Art
Studio at Fountain Park.

Having worked in a variety of media,
Gibson now focuses on drawings in
soft pastels. In her artist’s statement she
notes that, “Pastel lends itself to a wide
range of painting styles, from controlled
and detailed to very loose.” She adds
that pastel suits her love of drawing, but
being a color medium it allows her to
paint at the same time. Working from
a variety of subjects, she says, “she is
inspired by the wonderful landscapes
in the tri-state area.” Her work is part
of numerous collections in the
Midwest and has
been
featured
on the cover of
Julien’s Journal.
A longtime resident of Dubuque, Alda
Kirulis Kaufman was born in Munich
Germany of Latvian parents and immigrated to the United States in 1951.
She has studied with a number of na-

tionally known artists
and is a member the
Iowa Watercolor Society and has painted
with the Tuesday Group
since 1978. Working
primarily in watercolor,
Kaufman says the media is “perfectly suited to her personality and talents. The medium has a mind
of its own. Challenging and unpredictable, it adds spontaneity to my work.”

Recently, Kaufman has been experimenting with different surfaces and mixed media in addition to watercolor. A variety
of subject matter serves as a framework
for her focus on design. “Interpreting the
world through painting gives me endless hours of pleasure, and sharing with
my fellow artists and patrons completes
the experience,” she writes. Kaufman’s
paintings can be found in many collections locally, across the states and internationally. Having had
work featured on two
Julien’s Journal covers,
Kaufman’s work was
also featured in the
internationally published book 100 Ways
to Paint People.
The Library’s gallery area on the second
floor will serve as the exhibition space.
Guests are encouraged to enter the library through the library’s historic front
doors, though for the disabled is available
through regular library doors. For more
information, call the Carnegie-Stout Public Library at 589-4225, option 7.
While the October exhibit marks the end
of this year’s series, library director Susan
Henricks pledges that the exhibits will
return after the Carnegie-Stout’s yearlong
renovation and become a permanent part
of the Library’s programming. Renovation is scheduled to begin early in 2008
with a target completion in early 2009.
During the yearlong renovation, the Art@
yourlibrary™ committee will work to select artists for the series of exhibitions to
begin upon completion of the project. To
nominate an artist for consideration or for
more information, contact at 589-4126.

AT 365INK, WE’RE AN EQUAL-OPPORTUNITY MUSIC LOVER
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Don’t Cry for Her,
Platteville
Rather, get yourself over to the University of Wisconsin - Platteville’s
Center for the Arts on Monday,
September 24, for the brand-new
national tour of Sir Andrew Lloyd
Webber’s musical Evita. The Platteville stop marks the fifth stop on
the tour, already booked through the
spring of 2008.
Evita is the story of the life of Eva
Duarte de Peron, the First Lady of
Argentina from 1946 - 1952, who
rose from a lower-class, poor existence to an internationally known
presence. Eva makes her way from
rural lands to Buenos Aires, the capital of Argentina, at age 15, where
she pursues a career as a radio and
film actress. After meeting Colonel
Juan Peron at a charity event, she
becomes intensely involved in Argentine politics, to the point where
she is known across the world as
Evita: Little Eva.

It’s a fantastic show, with some wonderfully memorable numbers, like
the famous “Don’t Cry for Me, Argentina,” “Another Suitcase in Another Hall,” “Oh What a Circus,”
“Rainbow Tour” and many, many
more; the show is a tour-de-force
for the actress playing Eva, as she is
on the stage for virtually the entire
time. There have been a number of
productions over the years, including the original 1978 London production, the Broadway production a
year later, several national tours, and
perhaps most famously a 1996 film
starring Madonna as Eva and Antonio Banderas as Che.
Evita at the University of Wisconsin-Platteville’s Center for the Arts
will begin at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are
available by calling the box office at
608-342-1298 or by visiting tickets.
uwplatt.edu.

Evita (the show, that is) frames its
action through the words of Che,
the everyman narrator who represents the voice of the people and,
sometimes, Eva’s conscience. Che
guides the audience through her
life, providing commentary on her
words and her actions ... sometimes
harshly so. Juan Peron is the other
prominent character in the show, as
we see his ascension to the Argentine presidency, becoming a dictator, and his complex relationship
with Eva.

Michael W. Smith • Adler Theatre, Davenport, IA •Friday, September 21
Steve Vai • House of Blues, Chicago, IL • Friday, September 21
Martina McBride (Video Shoot) • i Wireless Center, Moline, IL • Fri & Sat, Sept. 28 & 29
Alan Parsons Live Project •Potawatomi Bingo Casino, Milwaukee, WI • Friday, September 28
Weird Al Yankovic • Adler Theater, Davenport, IA • Sunday, September 30
Maroon 5• Allstate Arena, Rosemont, IL • Tuesday, October 2
Genesis • United Center, Chicago, IL • Thursday, October 4
George Clinton • Potawatami Casino • Wednesday, October 5
REO Speedwagon • The Meadows, Altoona, IA • Friday, October 5
Mannheim Steamroller • Stephens Auditorium, Ames, IA • Friday, October 5
Bad Religion • The Rave/Eagles Club, Milwaukee, WI • Sunday, October 7
Genesis • United Center, Chicago, IL • Tuesday, Oct. 2 • Wednesday, October 3
Elton John • i Wireless Center (The Mark), Moline, IL • Friday, October 12
Widesopread Panic • Stephens Auditorium, Ames, IA • Wednesday, October 17
Blue Man Group • LaCrosse Center, LaCrosse, WI • Thursday, October 18
Blue Man Group • i Wireless Center (The Mark), Moline, IL • Friday, October 19
Fall Out Boy • Allstate Arena, Rosemont, IL • Friday, October 20
Fall Out Boy • US Cellular Center, Cedar Rapids, IA • Saturday, October 21
Bruce Springsteen & the E Street Band • United Center, Chicago, IL • Monday, October 22
Bob Dylan & Elvis Costello • Carver Hawkeye Arena, Iowa City, IA • Wednesday, October 24
The Wiggles • Hilton Coliseum, Iowa State Center, Ames, IA • Friday, November 2
Carlos Mencia Live • Adler Theatre, Davenport, IA • Saturday, November 10
Switchfoot & Reliant K • i Wireless Center (The mark), Moline, IL • Sunday, November 11
Keith Urban• Allstate Arena, Rosemont, IL • Friday, November 16
Kenny Rogers Christmas• Adler Theater, Davenport, IA • Tuesday, November 27
Brian Setzer Orchestra X-Mas Show • Potawatami Casino • Tuesday, December 4
Lord of the Dance • Adler Theatre, Davenport, IA • Saturday, February 8

Neil Berg’s 100 Years of Broadway
Mon., Oct. 1, 7:30 p.m., Five Flags Theater

My Little Pony LIVE!

Oct. 3 & 4, 7p.m., Five Flags Arena

Broadway’s Peter Pan Musical!
October 28, 7:30p.m. Five Flags Theater

Sesame Street LIVE!
“When Elmo Grows Up”
November 20 - 21
On Sale Oct. 8, 10 a.m.

SOMEONE TOLD ME SQUEAKY CHEESE WAS BAD ... WHAT IS THE TRUTH?
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Tuesdays

‘Round Midnight Jazz w/ Bill Encke - Isabella’s, 9 p.m. - 12 a.m.
Pub Quiz - The Busted Lift, 8 p.m. First 3 Tuesdays of the month.
Karaoke - Rainbow Lounge, Canfield Hotel, 7:30 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Karaoke - Dave Lorenz, Player’s Sports Bar, 9 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.
DJ Music - Double J DJ’s, Rooster’s, Platteville, 9 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Wednesdays

Open Mic - Hosted by the Dert Tones, The Busted Lift, 9 p.m. - 1a.m.
Mississippi Band Duo - Galleria Lounge, Fountain Park, 5 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Live on Main Comedy - 2 great standups, Bricktown, 9 p.m. - 11 p.m.
3100 Club Comedy - Midway Hotel, Bricktown, 9 p.m. - 11 p.m.
Cigar Club, Bartinis, 7 p.m. - 11 p.m.
The Wundo Band - Pizzeria Uno Annex, Platteville, WI, 9 p.m. - 12 a.m.
WJOD Wild West Wed - (Country Dancing), Fairgrounds, 7 p.m. - 11 p.m.
Karaoke - C-Sharp, A&B Tap, 8 p.m. - 12 a.m.
Karaoke - Becky McMahon, Denny’s Lux Club 8:30 p.m. -12:30 a.m.
Karaoke - Borderline, Bricktown, 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Karaoke - Rainbow Lounge, Canfield Hotel, 7:30 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Karaoke - Dave Lorenz, Player’s Sports Bar, 9 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.

Thursdays

Live Music - Robbie Bahr & Laura McDonald, Gobbies, Galena, 9 p.m. -1 a.m.
Y-105 Party Zone - Dbq Co. Fairgrounds, 7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Open Mic - Grape Harbor, 8 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.
Open Mic Showcase, Isabella’s 8 p.m. - 12:00 a.m.
Karaoke - Rainbow Lounge, Canfield Hotel, 7:30 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Karaoke - Rocco - Riverboat Lounge, 8:30 p.m. - 12 a.m.
Karaoke - Becky McMahon, Ground Round, 9 p.m. - 12 a.m.
Karaoke - Flyin’ Hawaiian, Shannon’s Bar, 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Karaoke - Soundwave, Bulldog Billiards, 9:30 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.
Karaoke - Dave Lorenz, Player’s Sports Bar, 9 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.
DJ Music - DJ Brian Imbus, Jumpers, 8:30 p.m. - 1 a.m.
DJ Music - Double J DJ’s, Rooster’s, Platteville, 9 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Fridays

Firewood Friday (3rd Friday’s) - Isabella’s Bar at the Ryan House, 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Live Music - Leonardo Roldan/Romeo Bautista, Los Aztecas, 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Karaoke - C-Sharp, A&B Tap, 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Karaoke - Rainbow Lounge, Canfield Hotel, 7:30 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Karaoke - Riverboat Lounge, 8:30 p.m. - 12 a.m.
Karaoke - Flyin’ Hawaiian, Sublime, 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Karaoke, Becky McMahon, 3rd Fridays, Kuepers - Dickeyville, WI, 9p.m
Karaoke - C-N-T Entertainment, T.J’s Bent Prop, 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Karaoke - Dave Lorenz, Player’s Sports Bar, 9 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.
Karaoke - Brian Leib’s Essential Entertainment, Aragon Tap, 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
DJ Music - Main Event DJ, Gin Rickeys, 8:30 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.
DJ Music - Sound Ideas DJ, Timmerman’s Supper Club, 8 p.m.-12 a.m.
DJ Music - DJ Brian Imbus, Jumpers, 8:30 p.m. - 1 a.m.
DJ Music - Karaoke w/DJ 007, Riverboat Lounge, 9:30 p.m. - 1 a.m.

Saturdays

Live Comedy - Arthur House Restaurant, Platteville, 9 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.
Live Music - Leonardo Roldan/Romeo Bautista, Los Aztecas, 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Bluff Street Live Open Mic, Mississippi Mug, 8 p.m. - 12 a.m.
Karaoke - Rainbow Lounge, Canfield Hotel, 7:30 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Karaoke - Riverboat Lounge, 8:30 p.m. - 12 a.m.
Karaoke - C-Sharp, A&B Tap, 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Karaoke - Flyin Hawaiian, George & Dales, (East Dub.) 9p.m. - 1 a.m.
Karaoke - Dave Lorenz, Player’s Sports Bar, 9 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.
Karaoke - Starburst Karaoke, w/Dave Winders, Instant Replay, 9 p.m.-1a.m.
DJ Music - Main Event DJ, Gin Rickeys, 8:30 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.
DJ Music - Sound Ideas DJ, Timmerman’s Supper Club, 8 p.m.-12 a.m.

Sundays

Open Mic with Sean Kramer (Mississippi Flat Miners), A&B Tap, 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Karaoke - Flyin’ Hawaiian, Knicker’s Saloon, 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Karaoke - Phoenix Entertainment, The Hangout (East Dub.), 9 p.m. - 3 a.m.

But is it squeaky?
Should you happen to find yourself moseying about Southwest Wisconsin on October
6, you might want to take a stop in Shullsburg. Why? Cheese! Cheesefest, actually ...
the 10th annual. Taking place from 7 a.m.
- 4 p.m. on historic Water Street that Saturday, the festival will offer a wide variety of
family-friendly activities.
The day begins with a Shullsburg Fire Department breakfast, served from 7 - 9:30 a.m. Early birds will want to do their early bird thing,
as registration for 10K and 5K country runs
and a 1-mile LIFE walk begins at 8:30 a.m.
On-site registrations for the run / walk, sponsored by Hospice of Lafayette County, Shullsburg FFA and Miner Community Group, are
only $10. The run / walk begins at 9 a.m.
For those interested in checking out the
new digs of the Roelli Cheese Company,
the operation will have a grand opening of
its location at 9 a.m., though it’s not on Water Street; it’s just a few minutes away at the
corner of Highways 11 & 23.
Also beginning at 9 a.m. will be the Friends
of the Shullsburg Public Library book
sale, lasting until 3 p.m., and an arts and
crafts market, showcasing the very finest of
Southwest Wisconsin artisans, until 4:30
p.m. Cheese sculpturing ... yes, cheese
sculpturing ... will be on display from 10
a.m. - 4 p.m. We’re not entirely sure what
you’d sculpt out of cheese, but we’ve heard
of stranger things! The Shullsburg Conservation Club will have a BB gun shoot from
10 a.m. until 2 p.m., and there will be hay
rides and a scarecrow contest from 11
a.m. ‘til 4 p.m. Since Cheesefest wouldn’t
be complete without, well, cheese, there
will be a Taste of Shullsburg cheese baking
contest at the Community Center at 11:30
a.m., and a cheese curd eating contest from
noon - 12:30 p.m. (We’re so totally taking
the crown in that. Cheese curds are like the
buzzing of flies to us.)
Are you familiar with Shullsburg’s Gravity
Hill? It’s a strange natural phenomenon on
County Truck U, just south of Shullsburg,
near White’s Hill, right where Highway U
plunges down a hill. Because of some odd
gravitational forces in that area, if you stop
your car at a specific spot on the hill and

then put it into neutral ... you’ll begin rolling backwards up the hill. You read that
correctly. You will go backwards up the hill
while in neutral. Sounds pretty wild, doesn’t
it? Cheesefest will offer a great opportunity
to check it out, with miner trolleys providing demonstrations from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
And since you can’t have a proper Tri-State
festival without some live entertainment,
Cheesefest has you covered. Miner Music
Presents will be at the center stage from 9:15
- 9:45 a.m., followed by magician and illusionist Cy Crothers from 9:45 a.m. - 10:15
a.m. Vocalist Tom Black will be on stage
from 10:15 - 11 a.m., and the traditional
Celtic music of The Stone Ring will be on
hand from 11 a.m. - noon. Cy Crothers will
return during lunchtime, from 12:30 - 1:15
p.m., and then both Tom Black and The Stone
Ring will follow up afterwards, with Black on
stage from 1:15 - 2 p.m., and The Stone Ring
finishing the day off from 2 - 4 p.m.
Cheese, food, hay rides, scarecrows, arts,
crafts, a raffle ... if you’ve never been to
Shullsburg, this sounds like a wonderful
time to try it out.

CHILI COOK-OFF! OUR BIRTHDAY!
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Cable Car Square and warm their stomachs
with that oh-so-delicious soup known as
chili in the Tri-States’ Largest Chili CookOff, hosted by the Cable Car Square Association and sponsored by the Diamond Jo
Casino. This year’s edition will run from
10 a.m. until 5 p.m., on Saturday, October 6 as per usual.

Chili Cook-Off: Volume 14
With the summer months behind
us and autumn soon on its way, the
leaves will be turning and the temperatures will be dropping. But there’s a
perfect remedy to the crisp breezes
and cloudy skies: What better way to
warm up than by consuming chili?
The first Saturday of October has traditionally been the time for cookers and
consumers alike to converge upon

Anyone is welcome to join in the festivities and show off their mad chili-cookin’
skills. There are a number of divisions
open for entry, ranging from the CASI
(Chili Appreciation Society International)
Division, with its strict regulations and
near-religious dedication from its competitors, to the Business division, obviously for
companies wishing to send a team (Do we
hear Team 365?) and the Open division for
any amateur cooks wishing to put their fa-

vorite chili out there for tasting. As always, a number of
trophies and prizes will be
out there for the taking. Entry fee is $20 for CASI, $15
for Open and Business.
New this year is the Junior division. Chili
Cook-Off organizers have instituted this
new division to allow the young pups a
new opportunity to learn. Open to anyone
18 years old and younger, the division allows beans and other fillers, and is open
for just a $10 entry free.
There will also be a salsa
contest — enter your best!
Salsa doesn’t need to be
made on the premises, and
the entry fee is only $10.
But if you’re simply interested in consumption rather than cooking,the
Chili Cook-Off will have all your
needs covered. Bluff Street specialty
food vendors will be on hand for
the entire day, as will the reliable
Dubuque Jaycees with their beer tent.
KAT-FM will host a live remote from
10 a.m. to noon, as well. Oh, chili,
you ask? The public tasting will be-

gin at 1 p.m., and it will
go until, well, whenever
the cooks run out of food!
The Cable Car Square association is donating five
pounds of beef for public
tasting to all cooks, with
cooks encouraged to bring more.
The Iowa Hawkeye football game will be
shown on a big screen television during the
afternoon, and the Dubuque Rhythm Cloggers will perform from 11 a.m. to noon. Afterwards, the talented musicians of the Dert Tones will
perform their unique brand
of rock and soul for the
assembled crowd, which
promises to be huge.
Event organizer Teri Connely notes that
registration is still open for cooking entries,
and volunteers are always needed and appreciated! This year’s Chili Cook-Off proceeds will go to The Maria House. If you
would like to register to cook, to volunteer,
or to find out any other way you can help
this fantastic event, contact Teri at 815-7472504, or e-mail her at JTCONN56@aol.
com. And otherwise, 365 hopes to see you
at Chili Cook-Off (on our 7th birthday!).

GALENIUM IS A RARE ELEMENT FOUND ONLY AT THE COUNTRY FAIR
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For more than twenty-five years, an annual festival has taken over Galena’s Grant
Park on Columbus Day Weekend. It began
as a few booths ... and now it’s got more
than 150 vendors. It’s the Galena Country
Fair, and the 2007 edition is just around
the corner, scheduled for October 6 & 7.
Think of this as a chance to get away and
enjoy, well, the country. The fair begins on
Saturday, October 6, with the serving of a
European breakfast at 8 a.m. The gates officially open at 10 a.m., and the blues stylings of Large Kat will be heard from then
until noon, followed by a performance by
the Claddagh Irish Dancers from noon 12:30 p.m. After that, the Legends of Ol’
Time Rock & Roll will begin the first of
two performances, offering their mix of the
‘50s, ‘60s and ‘70s from 12:45 - 2 p.m.,
followed by the Rising Angels band from
2 - 2:30 p.m. Then the Legends take over
again, rocking away from 2:30 - 5 p.m.
The gates will close at 5 p.m., followed by
a 5:30 p.m church service.
On Sunday, the day will start off in much
the same way as Saturday, with the European breakfast from 8 - 10 a.m., gates
and live music at 10 a.m., so on and so
forth. On that day, Bryan Popp & the River Divide, a new Tri-State country band,
will play from 10 a.m. - noon, and the
Irish Dancers will once again do their
thing from noon - 12:30 p.m. The Leg-

ends come back one more time, this time
for the entire afternoon (12:30 - 5 p.m.),
and the gates will close at 5 p.m.
Oh, but there’s much more than just live
music here. As mentioned above, more
than 150 craftspeople from throughout
the country will be converging upon Galena for
this two-day festival, offering baskets, birdhouses,
floral items, folk art, jewelry, metal work, paintings, photographs, pottery,
stained glass, woodworking ... you get the idea. A
number of farmers’ markets will also be
set up, featuring locally grown produce,
syrups, honeys ... the whole kit and caboodle, so to speak.
Oh, you wanted more? Well, let’s see ...
how about food? There will be plenty of
other offerings for those looking to get
their eat on, from french fries to Vittle
House chicken and brats to funnel cakes
to baked potatoes to fudge to McCountry
pork chops and Italian beef ... and a beer
truck to wash it all down.
There will also be children’s games, contests, face painting, live entertainment, a
silent auction and a raffle. Every year the
Country Fair Association organizes a raffle,
the proceeds of which go to help charitable

causes throughout Jo Daviess County. This
year, the raffle’s headlining item will be for
a hand-quilted wall hanging, with many
more items up for grabs. Raffle tickets will
be $1 a piece, or 6 for $5. The raffle drawing will be held at 4 p.m. on Sunday.
In fact, the entire mission of
the Country Fair is to help
the community. The 2006
Country Fair funneled more
than $66,000 to Jo Daviess
not-for-profit organizations,
and event organizers are obviously hoping that this year
can be even better.
“Many generous businesses and individuals support the event,” says Fair Chairman Ron Smith. “It’s great that all the fair
proceeds remain in Jo Daviess County.”
To that end, gate donations will be accepted, with a suggested minimum of $2.
Where do you park, you ask? Remote
parking will be available at the Galena
High School at 1206 N. Franklin St.;
Honeywell, Inc., at 11309 W. Chetlain
Lane; Signcraft at 100 A.J. Harle Drive;
and Recreation Park on Field Street. A
free shuttle will operate every half hour
on both days of the festival from 8 a.m.
- 6 p.m. In addition, all-day parking will
be available for a $5 at the City of Galena
parking lot near the Old Train Depot.

365INK: GREAT FOR FLOSSING POPCORN HUSKS OUT OF YOUR TEETH
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next to River Lights Second Edition Bookstore). One whiff and
you will be converted.
Named for business owner Fred
Gross, Freddie’s is a popcorn
lover’s dream come true. With
a range of flavors and variations,
Freddie’s has a popcorn to suit
your taste. Named for Fred’s dad,
Willie, and his four uncles, the
popcorn flavors honor the five
brothers who all served together
in World War II and whose photos
are proudly displayed on the wall
next to the counter.

Freddie’s Popcorn opens
1080 Main Street
Is there anything better than the smell
of freshly popped popcorn? We think
not. If you don’t believe us, stop in at
Freddie’s Popcorn, which just opened in
the block of Main Street buildings newly
restored by Gronen Restoration (right

For those keeping score at home
(or maybe just to get your mouth
watering), Uncle John’s is straightup fresh buttered popcorn, Uncle
Ed’s is a cheddar cheese popcorn,
Uncle Buck’s is a caramel corn
(variously spiked with Spanish
peanuts or pecans, etc.), Uncle
Albert’s is a sweet party mix (a twist on
what your mom might make with cereal
and pretzels at holiday time), and for
those that can’t decide, Willie’s 3-Way

and Asoya-brand soy oil so all flavors
contain no trans fats or hydrogenated
oils, making an already healthy snack
healthier.
Fred and his wife Joan recently moved
to Dubuque after living in Arizona for
years. Joan is originally from Dubuque
(of the McFadden clan) and worked
with Gronen Restoration on the interior
design of the shop, picking out colors,
lighting and accessories. The result is
a warm and friendly little shop that as
we previously noted, smells incredible. Fred sees the venture as a way to
honor his family. “My dad was in the
restaurant business before the war,” he
says, “so about 65 years later I’m continuing the family tradition.” Freddie’s
can make large batches in advance for
parties or fundraisers. The shop will be
adding about a dozen flavors of taffy in
the near future.
Combo combines, well, three different
flavors in one bag. But really, you owe it
to yourself to stop in and sample the stuff
yourself. Freddie’s uses only coconut oil

Freddie’s Popcorn is open Tuesday
through Friday, 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and
Saturday, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. For more information, call 563-690-0885.

Friday, September 21

Sunday, September 23

Adam Beck
Gin Rickeys (1st Anniv.) 9 PM - 1 AM

Cosmo Billy
New Diggings Gen. Store, 3:30 - 7:30 PM

The Legends of New York City
Grand Opera House, 8 - 11 PM
DJ Shawn Shady
Bartini’s, 9 PM - 1 AM

Iscariot
Busted Lift, 5 - 9 PM

Wednesday, Sept. 26

Saturday, September 22
Free4thehaulin
DBQ Farmers Market, 8 - 11 AM
Sid V & the Human Resources
Grand Harbor, 5:30 - 9:30 PM
Ken Wheaton
Captain Merry, 6:30 - 9:30 PM

Thursday, Sept. 20
Bill Encke & Pab Adams
Saturday, Sept. 22
Ken Wheaton
Thursday, Sept. 27
Nate Jenkins
Saturday, Sept. 29
Melanie Mausser
Thursday, Oct. 4
Roy Schroedl
Saturday, Oct. 6
Bill Encke & Pab Adams

Thursday, September 20

Friday, September 21

Ken Wheaton
Grand Harbor, 5:30 - 9:30 PM

Rick Tittle Band
Catfish Charlie’s, 8:30 PM - 12:30 AM

‘Round Midnight Jazz
Captain Merry, 6 - 9 PM
Live Jazz
Timbers, P-ville, 7 - 10:30 PM
Open Mic Night
Grape Harbor, 7:30 - 11:30 PM
Denny Troy
Gin Rickeys, 9 PM - 12 AM
Open Mic Showcase
Iasbella’s / Ryan House, 8 PM -12 AM

Melanie Mausser
Grape Harbor, 9 - 11:30 PM

Shame Train
Busted Lift, 9 PM - 1 AM

The Gore Gore Girls w/ Old Panther
Isabella’s, 9 PM - 1 AM

Julien’s Bluff
19th Hole, 8 PM - 12 AM

Open Mic w/ the Dert Tones
Busted Lift, 9 PM - 1 AM

Katie & Brownie
Irish Cottage, 8 - 11 PM

Live On Main Comedy
Bricktown, 9 - 11:30 PM

Mixed Emotions
Noonan’s North, 9 PM - 1 AM

3100 Club Comedy
Midway Hotel, 8 - 10 PM

L.O.C. (Left of Center)
Eichman’s, 9 PM - 1 AM

The Wundo Band
Pizzeria Uno, 8 PM - 12 AM

Jabberbox
Jumpers, 9 PM - 1 AM

Thursday, September 27

Okham’s Razor
Da Vinci’s, 9 PM - 1 AM

Nate Jenkins
Captain Merry, 6 - 9 PM

LiviN’ Large
Denny’s Lux Club, 9:30 PM - 1:30 AM

Grass Roots Band
Irish Cottage, 7 - 11 PM

BlackBloom
Isabella’s, 8 PM - 12 AM

Massey Road
DBQ Driving Range, 8 PM - 12 AM

Julien’s Bluff
DBQ Driving Range, 8 PM - 12 AM

The Ineloquent
Emmaus College, 8 - 10 PM

Madhouse
Sandy Hook, 10 PM - 2 AM

Tantrym
Desperados, 9 PM - 1 AM

Joe & Vicki Price
Busted Lift, 9 PM - 1 AM

Triad
Mooney Hollow Barn, 9 PM - 1 AM

One Hat Band
Murph’s South End Tap, 9 PM -1 AM

Hard Salami
Knickers, 9 PM - 1 AM

DUBUQUE365.com

Big Muddy
Da Vinci’s, 9 PM - 1 AM
Julien’s Bluff
Gin Rickeys, 9 PM - 12 AM
Live Jazz
Timbers, P-ville, 7 - 10:30 PM
Open Mic Night
Grape Harbor, 7:30 - 11:30 PM

Friday, September 28

Sunday, Sept. 30

Chuck Bregman
180 Main, 5 - 9 PM

Chuck Bregman
Anton’s Saloon, 3 - 9 PM

Okham’s Razor
Eagle Ridge, 6 - 9 PM

Mississippi Man
New Diggings, 3:30 - 7:30 PM

James Kinds & the All-Night Riders
Busted Lift, 9:30 PM - 1:30 AM

Mississippi Flatlanders
A&B Tap, 8 PM - 12 AM

Paul McHugh
Irish Cottage, 8 - 11 PM

Tuesday, Oct. 2

The Mississippi Band
Murph’s South End, 9 PM - 1 AM
Big Muddy
Gobbie’s, 9:30 PM - 12:30 AM

Saturday, September 29
Scott & Michelle Dalziel
Grand Harbor, 5:30 - 9:30 PM
Sounds of Nashville
Mooney Hollow Barn, 8 PM - 12 AM
The Legends
Henry’s Pub, 8 PM - 12 AM
Paul McHugh
Irish Cottage, 8 - 11 PM
50-Pound Rooster
3100 Club, 9 PM - 1 AM
Richter Scale
Pit Stop, 9 PM - 1 AM
Tantrym
Courtside, 9 PM - 1 AM

Beth Amsel
Isabella’s, 8 - 11 PM

Saturday, Oct. 6

Wednesday, Oct. 3

The Dert Tones
Dubuque Laergest Chili Cook-Off
Cable Car Square Noon - 5 PM

Open Mic w/ the Dert Tones
Busted Lift, 9 PM - 1 AM

Bill Encke & Pab Adams
Captain Merry, 6 - 9 PM

Live On Main Comedy
Bricktown, 9 - 11:30 PM

Country Tradition
Mooney Hollow Barn, 8 PM - 12 AM

3100 Club Comedy
Midway Hotel, 8 - 10 PM

Billy Leathem
Irish Cottage, 8 - 11 PM

The Wundo Band
Pizzeria Uno, 8 PM - 12 AM

The Stellanovas
Isabella’s, 8 PM - 12 AM

Thursday, Oct. 4

Little Marsh Overflow / Grasshoppers
Busted Lift, 9 PM - 1 AM

Live Jazz
Timbers, P-ville, 7 - 10:30 PM
Open Mic Night
Grape Harbor, 7:30 - 11:30 PM
Roy Schroedl
Captain Merry, 6 - 9 PM
Billy Leathem
Irish Cottage, 8 - 11 PM

Friday, Oct. 5
Okham’s Razor
Perfect Pint, P-ville, 8 - 11 PM
Melanie Mausser
Grape Escape, 8 - 11 PM
Billy Leathem
Irish Cottage, 8 - 11 PM
Spatterdash
Jumbers, 9 PM - 1:30 AM

Superfly Samurai
Jumpers, 9 PM - 1:30 AM

Mixed Emotions
Bulldog’s, 9 PM - 1 AM

DRILL
Red N Deb’s, 9:30 PM - 1:30 AM

Mike Preston Comedy
Arthur House, 9 - 10:30 PM

Big Muddy
Busted Lift, 9 PM - 1 AM

BlackBloom
Gobbie’s, 9 PM - 12:30 AM

Dave Richter & Friends
Isabella’s, 8 PM - 12 AM

Jammer
Jumpers, 9 PM - 1:30 AM

The Dert Tones
Murph’s South End, 9 PM - 1 AM

Brother Trucker
Busted Lift, 9 PM - 1 AM

Saturday, Oct. 6
The Legends
Galena Country Fair, 12:30 - 5 PM

Julien’s Bluff
Pit Stop, 9 PM - 1 AM
Mr. Obvious
Red N Deb’s, 9 PM - 1 AM
The Rick Tittle Band
Bronco Inn, 9 PM - 1 AM
Ken Wheaton
Grape Harbor, 9 PM - 12 AM
Tantrym
Jumpers, 9 PM - 1 AM
The Do-Overs
Denny’s Lux Club, 9 PM - 1 AM
LiviN’ Large
Noonan’s North, 9:30 PM - 1:30 AM
DRILL
Doolittle’s, 10 PM - 2 AM

Sunday, October 7
The River Divide
Galena Country Fair, 11 AM - 1 PM
The Legends
Galena Country Fair, 12:30 - 5 PM
BadFish
New Diggings, 3:30 - 7:30 PM
Billy Leathem
Irish Cottage, 6 - 9 PM
The Dert Tones
Sandy Hook, 8:30 PM - 12:30 PM

MOVIES ARE A DISH THAT IS BEST SERVED COLD ... IT IS VERY COLD IN THEATERS
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w w w. r o t t e n t o m a t o e s . c o m
OPENING DURING THIS ISSUE
3:10 to Yuma - A Film by James Mangold (Walk the
Line)

Set in Arizona in the late 1800s, 3:10 to Yuma is a
modern version of the classic western of the same
name. Outlaw Ben Wade (Russell Crowe) and his
infamous band of thieves and murderers is wreaking
havoc for the advancing Southern Railroad, stealing
their payroll and putting up roadblocks at every turn.
When Wade is captured in Bisbee, Civil War veteranturned-rancher Dan Evans (Christian Bale) volunteers
to assist in transporting Wade from Bisbee to a neighboring town where he will be placed on the 3:10
train to the prison in Yuma. There, he is to be hanged
the following morning. As they cross the drought
stricken terrain, Wade and Evans come to earn the
respect of the other, all while being
chased by Wade’s
band of marauders, Native Americans and Evan’s
son, who has never respected his
father.
As other critics
have pointed out,
3:10 to Yuma is
probably the best
western since Unforgiven and follows on the heels
of another recent
modern western, Open Range, in being true to the
genre but with a level of action that will keep the
interest of today’s movie-going audience. The pairing of Crowe and Bale is at the heart of the story and
drives the film from start to finish. The remaining
cast filters in and out of the action as needed, providing the perfect ensemble around our two stars. The
gritty Peter Fonda is effective as the grizzly Pinkerton
guard, Ben Foster plays the psychotic Charlie Prince
to great effect, and Logan Lerman brings Evans’ teenage son William to life. As with most westerns, tons
of gunfire leave the audience in doubt as to who
will live and die, right up to the final scene. And, as
with the most successful movies of the genre, 3:10
to Yuma does not disappoint as the action comes to
a fitting and profound end when the train whistle
blows and the 3:10 train to Yuma lurches forward
down the tracks.

Resident Evil Extinction (9/21) ROTTEN
After the Raccoon City Incident depicted in
Resident Evil: Apocalypse, the zombie-causing T-Virus escaped containment despite the
city being nuked. Though attempts to stop
it were valiant, a series of outbreaks through the years
have put the human race on the verge of extinction. All
that remains now is Alice, a bio-engineered freedom
fighter, alone in the desert, trying to protect those humans left alive from the undead legions.
Good Luck Chuck (9/21) Buzz: ROTTEN
In order to keep the woman of his dreams
from falling for another guy, Charlie Logan
(Dane Cook) has to break the curse that was
placed upon him at the age of ten by a jilted
goth would-be lover but has made him wildly popular
with single women: Sleep with Charlie once, and the
next man you meet will be your true love.
Sydney White (9/21) NO BUZZ YET
College freshman Sydney White (Amanda
Bynes) has come to Southern Atlantic University to pledge her late mom’s once-dignified sorority. But while surviving the pledging process wrought by evil campus witch
mean-spirited Rachel Witchburn (Sara Paxton), Syd
finds out this version of sisterhood isn’t remotely what
it’s cracked up to be in this modern re-telling of the old
Cinderella story.
The Game Plan (9/28) NO BUZZ YET
As he pushes his team toward the NFL
championships, rugged superstar quarterback Joe Kingman (The Rock) discovers that
he has a 7-year-old daughter from a previous relationship. Turning to his hard-nosed
agent (Kyra Sedgwick), the parentally challenged duo try
to turn a serial bachelor into a responsible father, as Joe
slowly learns that only one little fan truly matters.
.
The Kingdom (9/28) BUZZ: FRESH
After a deadly terrorist attack takes the lives
of a hundred American civilians in Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia, the FBI decides to take action
by sending a team to capture those responsible but finds itself competing against rival
intelligence agencies.

BUZZ

THE

RottenTomatoes collects the thoughts of dozens of movie reviewers
across the country and averages their scores into a fresh or rotten
rating. If a movie gets 60% or higher positive reviews, it is FRESH!

- Reports are out that the next James
Bond movie, which is currently under the working title of Property of a
Lady, will begin by picking up only a
few minutes after Casino Royale left
off. Further reports suggest that much
of the film will be set in the Swiss Alps, opening
the door for yet another ski sequence. Let’s see, this
would make it the sixth ski chase in Bond history,
after On Her Majesty’s Secret Service, For Your Eyes
Only, The Spy Who Loves Me, A View to a Kill and
The World is Not Enough.
- Jim Broadbent, known to audiences
as the Professor in The Chronicles of
Narnia, has been cast for both an unnamed role in Indiana Jones and the
Kingdom of the Crystal Skull and as
Horace Slughorn in Harry Potter and
the Half-Blood Prince.
- Elizabeth: The Golden Age director
Shekhar Kapur is now suggesting that
the film series could continue into a
third installment and perhaps beyond.
“This one is ... about absolute power, and being divine, and what that
means,” Kapur told the Associated Press. “The third
one would be about ... how would you face mortality; if you go to the top and you suddenly are going
to die, you become ordinary.”
- Warner Brothers can’t seem to figure
out what it wants to do with the upcoming Justice League of America film.
First it was announced as a live-action
movie, and then rumors began swirling
that instead it was going to be a computer-animated film from the director of Happy
Feet. Now? Ryan Gosling is reportedly the studio’s
choice ... to play Batman in a live-action JLA film.
- Any work on a sequel to Transformers has effectively halted, according
to producer Don Murphy and director Michael Bay. Bay doesn’t want to
jump into a sequel, and it would be
near-impossible to get a movie underway before the expected writers’ strike in January.

Millennium Cinema
151 Millennium Drive
Platteville, WI
1-877-280-0211 or
608-348-4296

NOW PLAYING IN DUBUQUE
The Brave One . . . . . . . . . . . . 45% Rotten
Balls of Fury . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24% Rotten
Superbad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88% Fresh
Mr. Bean . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51% Rotten
The Nanny Diaries . . . . . . . . . 32% Rotten
Mr. Woodcock . . . . . . . . . . . . 14% Rotten
The Bourne Ultimatum . . . . . . 94% Fresh
Dragon Wars . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25% Rotten
Halloween . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23% Rotten
Chuck & Larry . . . . . . . . . . . . 14% Rotten

2835 NW Arterial,
Dubuque,
563-582-7827
Carmike
Cinema Center 8
75 JFK, Dubuque, IA
563-588-3000

Avalon Cinema
95 E Main St.
Platteville, WI
608-348-5006
Find great movie
resources online at

Dubuque365.com

THE WILD ANIMALS ARE ONLY AS WILD AS THE WYLD STALLYNS
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crank up the amps and tear up their material, until the club owner asked them to
tone it down a bit. They obliged, finished
their set to a great audience response and
checked in with Johnson back at the bar
who advised them “to go back up there,
turn up the amps and go for it.” Which
they did to an even greater response.

The Wild Animals
CD Release Party

Not yet signed but with label interest, the
band returned home. With the release of
their new EP the duo hopes to play shows
regionally to find an audience with the
idea of working on new recordings over the
winter. Looking towards a possible spring
CD release, the band will probably follow
up with a tour west and possibly Europe.

Saturday, September 22
Voices Warehouse Gallery
by Mike Ironside

VOICES

Voices From The Warehouse District is without question on the leading edge of art in
the Dubuque area. Extending that concept
into the realm of musical expression, local
band The Wild Animals will celebrate their
CD release with a party in the Voices Warehouse Gallery Saturday, September 22, that
will match the Voices series in pushing the
envelope. DJ Aboriginal, a Chicago-based
jockey, will start the show at 8 p.m.

Recently back from a tour that took in cities in the East and Deep South, The Wild
Animals are back in Dubuque and ready
to unleash their unique mix of raw blues
and rock on a whole new set of fresh ears.
The Wild Animals feature Donny Moon
on the vintage fuzz-tone guitar, antique
amps, and vocals, and Jon Eagle on the
funky backwoods drums and occasional
tambourine or maraca.
365 recently caught up with Mr. Moon to
talk about the tour and the new CD. “It
seemed like something major happened
every day, whether that was sleeping in
a cornfield or playing a show we heard
about the day before,” Moon explained of
the tour experience.
The second-to-the-last date of the tour took
the band to Oxford, Mississippi, the home
of the Fat Possum Records, the label that
introduced the world to North Mississippi
bluesmen like R.L. Burnside and Junior Kimbrough. The booking wasn’t an accident.
Not only does Moon count Burnside as a
major influence, but in his previous band
he had been close to signing a deal with the
label. Playing this gig was in part a showcase for label founder Matthew Johnson.

Already feeling what he described as a
“major vibe change” once they crossed
into Mississippi, Moon relates that despite the fact that Johnson appeared to
have been drinking all day he was very
charismatic. The Wild Animals got up
and began to do what they do, which is

The Wild Animals’ latest recording was
done in an old Iowa farmhouse with a
variety of vintage gear. “I have to admit
I’ve been a freak with that kind of stuff,”
Moon confesses. Along with a console
that matches the design used by Motown
studios, the gear included some mics from
a recently deceased sound engineer from
the Royal Albert Hall in London. A big fan
of ‘60s- and ‘70s-era analog recordings,
Moon was looking for some vintage mics
to record his vocals including the “ball and
biscuit” style that inspired a White Stripes
song by the same name. “I wanted a mic
with enough character to really make it different,” he explained. “I called this place
in New York that is making reissues of old
telefunken mics from the ‘30s and ‘40s but
they also carry a lot of vintage gear.” It
turns out they had just acquired the BBC
mics upon the engineer’s death and after
hours on the phone Moon convinced them
to sell off a few choice pieces.
With a process of improvising live to analog tape through vintage gear, the resulting tracks sound live, raw and immediate.
“The biggest thing I do is record – I like
improvising on tape. There is a certain
energy that comes from that and it carries
over to the shows when we play it live. It
really allows us to be spontaneous.” The
EP is not mixed in the modern traditional
sense or EQ-ed to perfection in Pro Tools
like most contemporary releases, it’s just
straight from the tape. Listeners should
expect the same raw energy live in the
warehouse show. Wild Animals, indeed.

YPIOWA! YP ANYWHERE ELSE?
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Young professionals!
Assemble!
Dubuque-area young professionals,
mark your calendars for the 2007 4th
Annual Young Professionals of Iowa
Conference, set to be held in Sioux
City on October 25 and 26.

“The Sundance Summit
Reaches Dubuque!”
by Mayor Roy D. Buol
Having recently returned from my second
annual Sundance Summit: A Mayors Gathering on Climate Action, I am pleased to
be able to share with city government and
our citizens important new communication tools, models of success, and the potential resources to implement policies and
actions to reduce global warming pollution
and improve the quality of life in our city.

Robert Redford addresses the summit.

As Mr. Robert Redford and all the Summit
organizers stated, this 2007 Summit occurred at a critical juncture in the climate
dialogue, right on the heels of the landmark reports from the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change. The country is
also gearing up for a debate in Washington,
D.C., over national climate legislation.
All across the world people are talking about “global warming” and “climate change.” What does that mean to
Dubuque … to all our cities in Iowa?
What can we do in the days ahead that
will make it possible for future generations to enjoy a high quality of life? Informed decision-making before we reach
the ‘tipping point’ globally begins with
education at the grassroots level.
To this end, the City of Dubuque and the
Rockefeller Brothers Fund of New York will
sponsor a special event,“Growing Sustainable Communities: Leading the Way to
Global Climate Solutions,” on Wednesday, September 26, beginning at 10 a.m.
at the Grand River Center in Dubuque. The
$15 fee will include lunch and advance

Roy and Deb Buol in Sundance, Utah.

registration is needed to accommodate
the event setting. (Call 563.589.4110 or
RSVP online at www.cityofdubuque.org.)
This event will feature nationally renowned speakers Rocky Anderson, mayor
of Salt Lake City, and Edward Mazria, internationally recognized architect and senior fellow of the Design Futures Council.
It will be moderated by Michael Northrop
of the Rockefeller Brothers Fund. All of
these individuals participated in the 2007
Summit and will provide participants
with an eye-opening educational journey
supported by science.
Sustainability is defined by a community’s ability to meet the environmental,
economic, and social equity needs of today without reducing the ability of future
generations to meet their needs. Discussions at this event will explore policies to
promote sustainability and will examine
green design initiatives. The Q & A session during lunch will provide the opportunity for your most thought-provoking
questions about global climate change to
be addressed by these experts.
This important event is our collective opportunity to learn how we each can make
a difference. I invite and encourage you to
join me, elected officials from across our
State, your colleagues and neighbors on
Wednesday, September 26: “Growing Sustainable Communities” -- 10 a.m. – 12:45
p.m. at the Grand River Center, Dubuque!

Deb Buol talks Dubuque with Redford.

Organizers have put together an exciting schedule of events planned for this
year’s conference for both Thursday
and Friday evenings. They have put
their focus toward providing a range
of several enriching and motivating
speakers focusing on leadership in
both a large group setting and in breakout sessions. Additionally, there will be
opportunities to network with young
professionals from all over the state!
It begins with a free bus ride across
Iowa, leaving Dubuque at 4 p.m. on
October 25. (Location will be announced later.) Upon arriving, attendees can check out a welcoming
reception at Mac Behr’s VIP room on
historic 4th Street in Sioux City. Friday,
October 26, is where the real meat of
the proceedings begins, starting with a
keynote from Angelou Economics Project Manager Katie Bullard, a leader in
understanding talent-based economic
strategies: “Attracting Young Professionals to your Community: How and
Why?” A breakout session will follow, with a CEO Luncheon and then

a second breakout session afterwards.
Next up is a Wells Blue Bunny Ice
Cream Social, and then another keynote speech, from author V.J. Smith,
who wrote The Richest Man in Town.
Smith’s keynote carries the same title,
and he will discuss his tenet that to be
truly rich, one must be content with
every aspect of his or her life, without
regrets. Wrap-up with a free Dueling
Pianos show at the Orpheum Theater.
Early Bird registration is still available un-

til October 1; until then, registration for
the conference is only $50. Afterwards,
registration is $60. For full schedules and
a registration form, visit the Web site at
www.ypiowa2007.com, powered by
365Advantage. 365 has had a key role
in every YP Iowa conference since its inception and we highly recommend this
event to all young professionals looking
to engage in our community.

SEWING IS NOT NEARLY AS IMPORTANT AS CROCHETING
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The Power of
the Needle
My son recently showed me a photo of his
new girlfriend. She’s very pretty and selfassured looking, but their relationship is a
little too early for us to meet yet. She had
loaned him her car, and I kidded him, “So
she’s stuck at home?” He replied, “She’s fine.
She’s sewing curtains for her apartment.”
Ah, I thought. A woman who can sew.
What a talent, and how I wish I had it. Or
maybe I can get away with saying, How I
wish I hadn’t lost it. While I was never an
expert at creating things to wear, there was
a time when I knew my way around a sewing machine and a fabric store, mostly in
the company of my mother.
My mom was a master seamstress who was
far too humble to realize her expertise. She
began sewing clothes for her dolls (and her
cats, but that’s another story) when she was
a child. I have those clothes now, and the
stitches are enviably even and straight. It
wasn’t long until she began sewing her own
clothing.
She’s no longer around for me to ask, but
I’m sure she made the suit she was married
in. It wasn’t just that she couldn’t afford
a fancy wedding dress. She knew a secret
about hand-made clothes vs. store bought:
they were better made. More than once,
she showed me a skirt in a store, gleefully
pointing out how the plaids didn’t match
at the seams. Of course I still longed for
the Sears skirt with the matching sweater
and knee socks, but she usually sewed me
something for Christmas instead.
I also got handmade toys for Christmas,
wonderfully goofy things like Gonks
stuffed with cotton and frogs stuffed with
millet seed. I played with them and gave
them all names, and never once wondered
how Santa gave me something my mom
had clearly made. Maybe she was on loan
to Santa’s workshop – Iona Kress, an outsourced elf.
When it came to fashion, my early experience with sewing found me and my
mom walking through the fabric store, as
I blithefully assumed she could transform
any fabric into any garment I desired. If I
wanted a red paisley dress with lace at the
cuffs and neck, she made it. If I wanted a
white A-line dress with a big navy bow just
like Twiggy’s, I got it. Once I saw the exact
same fabric that was used on a raincoat on
the cover of Seventeen, and she sewed me
its clone. That’s as close as I’ve ever come
to wearing a haute couture knock-off.
It’s not that she didn’t try to teach me

to sew things myself. I tried, and I even
signed up for Home Ec in junior high and
made a deep burgundy dress out of some
stretchy polyester doubleknit that wound
up so “fitted” I didn’t dare wear it in public. (I did much better in the cooking unit,
not for my cooking, but for my alarming
ability to create meals in which every dish
was a different color.) Let’s just say I became a master at ripping out stitches.
When I signed on as a wife and believed
the term should still be preceded by the
prefix “house,” I made myself remember
how to sew. I sewed a boatload of curtains
for all the houses my husband and I inhabited, though even these were a challenge.
They involved math, after all, and measuring, and cutting a straight line, none of my
strong points. Still, it was extremely satisfying to iron and hang them up in the windows when I was done.
But clothes? I tried, but would end up with
half a sleeve inside out, or the seams so
narrow there was nothing left to work with.
I would take my pathetic attempts to my
mom and she would fix them, but eventually she was unable to, and urged me to
find myself another seamstress. I found
women who could make alterations, but
never anyone who could make me something from scratch as she had.
So I envy women who can sew, especially
young women who might just
be able to escape the tyranny of
designer label. I will never forget standing in a dressing room
with my daughter, who was
all of twelve, as she moaned
that she absolutely had to have
Guess jeans because everybody
else had Guess jeans. As far as
I could tell, the only thing that
distinguished these pants from
any others was the small, triangular label on the back pocket.
Oh, how I fantasized about
carefully removing that label
(if only I’d had my ripper!), taking it home, and sewing it onto
a more reasonably priced pair.
But I didn’t want to teach her
that lesson. The lesson I wanted
to teach was that we shouldn’t
care what labels we wear, or
whether we have the latest
style.
I recently read in Newsweek
about movie stars who, left to
their own devices, have worn
embarrassingly silly outfits to
the Oscars. I’m not talking
about Bjork and her swan getup (which I actually think was
pretty nifty – now there’s a gal
who can think for herself!) but

women like Demi Moore, Kim Basinger,
and Jodie Foster.
The point of the article was that all these
actresses have now hired “stylists” who
plan their every look, taking every decision
out of their hands, whether they
are going to an awards show or
down the street to lunch, not to
mention out the back door to
dump the recyling in view of
the paparazzi. Now they all
wear Armani, or Vera Wang,
or something else elegant
and, let’s face it, safe.
In their “before” photos, the
magazine shows them in
the kind of dresses a young
woman might choose
off the rack for prom.
Maybe a little over the
top, maybe not terribly
sophisticated. Maybe
something she might
have made herself,
if she had a sewing
machine, a sense of
adventure, and a refreshing disdain for
the fashion police.
Pam Kress-Dunn
pam2617@yahoo.com

FUNNY, THAT”S THE SAME WAY WE WRITE EVERY ISSUE OF THE INK!
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Bobs Book Reviews
’

On The Road Again
by Bob Gelms

This year marks the 50th anniversary of
the publishing of Jack Kerouac’s great novel On the Road. As with most successful,
famous, and critically acclaimed works of
art, it now lives in its own little world of
myth, innuendo, and misinterpretation.
As the story goes, Kerouac blasted himself
into orbit on amphetamines and stayed
up for 3 days straight, writing the whole
manuscript in that time and presenting
it to the Viking Press who published it to
astonishing critical and financial success.
Kerouac reportedly wrote the manuscript
on one continuous roll of paper originally
designed to run in a teletype machine.
The roll was supposedly hundreds of feet
long and the manuscript was typed from
edge to edge with no paragraph breaks
and, astonishingly enough, was unedited
with no cross-outs or re-written passages.
It’s like Kerouac plugged into the highspeed USB port in his brain and his muse
just poured everything out onto that roll
of teletype paper all in 72 drug-induced,
rapturous hours.

of cross country trips with various friends
lasting about six or seven years. He meticulously chronicled these journeys in
various notebooks and diaries. Large sections of On the Road were taken verbatim
from these sources. Kerouac had the idea
for the book early on in his travels and
worked on it for almost seven years. Finally, in 1957, he sat down to do a proper
draft. Fueled by nothing more exotic than
caffeine (coffee) and nicotine (cigarettes),
he spend a little less than a month pounding out that draft. He wrote most of it,
single-spaced, on tracing paper that he
scotch-taped together running about 120
feet long. He cut the sheets so that there
were no margins or paragraph breaks. He
referred to it as “the roll.” In 2001 it was
purchased by a man named Jim Irsay (ed.

The Beat Generation reverently handed
that entertaining but largely untrue story
to the Hippie Generation, who has carried it forward and delivered it to Generation X who, it seems, couldn’t care less
about Jack Kerouac.
Here is what really happened.
In the early 1950s, Kerouac started a series

note: The owner of the Indianapolis Colts)
for $2,400,000. If you are interested, it
is currently on display for the rest of this
year at the New York Public library. In the
spring of 2008 the display moves to The
University of Texas at Austin.

On the Road is heavily autobiographical
in nature and, as such, contains very thinly
disguised characters based on real people
in Kerouac’s life. In fact there was a vibrant
cottage industry in the art of detecting
the real life identities of these characters.
When the world got its first look at the “the
roll” that job became largely irrelevant. It
seems Kerouac used their real names in
the manuscript. The book went through
many re-writes before Viking Press agreed
to publish it. The first thing to go, not surprising for 1957, were all the graphic
sexual scenes. Then all the characters got fictitious names and Kerouac
wrote some connecting passages to
make the text flow better.
If you are a fan of the book you will
be delighted to know that just last
month Viking published the original manuscript with all the real live
names of the characters and most
of the excised passages restored.
These days you can read racier
stuff in the newspaper. Happily
though, Viking published it in book
form and not as a scroll.
Considering the fact that Hollywood has, historically and consistently, mined the best sellers list
for material, it is very odd that On
the Road has never been made
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into a movie. A large
part of me
hopes it never
will. There are
plans,
however, to film the
book with Francis Ford Coppola producing
and Walter Salles
directing … no word on the cast as yet.
On the Road is without question one of the
great American novels of the 20th century,
held up, erroneously in my opinion, as the
penultimate example of the personal freedoms being pried out of the tumultuous
60’s by the “hippie” movement. To me it
is clearly Kerouac’s investigation of what
happens when two very different people
are faced with unfettered freedom and,
more importantly, how they react to it and
what they do with it. Neither Sal Paradise
nor Dean Moriarty are entirely successful
at dealing with freedom no matter where
they look for it in their travels or who they
ask along the way. The ending for me is
bitter sweet and even a little sad.
Sal Paradise and Dean Moriarty are like
Willie Nelson, when they are not; the
only place they yearn to be, the only
place they are truly themselves, the only
place they can live, is making music with
their friends is on the road!
NEXT TIME
Bob’s Geek Book … yup … it’s the book
my whole family and some of my friends
point to as an example of my citizenship
in the Kingdom of Geek!

RIVER LIGHTS

EVENTS
Educator Open House
Sunday., September 23rd
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Win Prizes (autographed books,
gift baskets & mini-spa packages), plus great freebies, yummy
treats and big discounts.

Take 25% off

ALL regular priced merchandise, even special orders.

College Faculty &
Staff Open House
Friday, September 21st
5 p.m. - 7p.m.
Enter to win $25 gift cards and
enjoy complimentary wine, hors
d’oeuvres and desserts!

EXPIRES OCTOBER 30, 2007

Take 25% off
ALL regular priced merchandise, even special orders.

MMMMMM ... DOUGHNUT
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Coffee and
Doughnuts Anyone?
Stop the meeting madness!

I know you’ve been there, sitting through
another mind-numbing meeting. It started late, you don’t have a clue why you
are there or what you’re supposed to do.
You can’t wait until it’s over - oh,,
look, coffee and doughnuts.
Have you ever thought about
how much money is actually being wasted at an unproductive meeting? Look
around and add up the hourly value of the people zoned
out around the conference table.
Meetings are getting a bad rap for a good
reason; very little gets accomplished. The
majority of meetings lack purpose, structure, and participation. Good news for
you: Besides the coffe and doughnuts,
your meetings don’t have to be that way.
Have you ever walked out of a meeting and immediately forget what it was
about? This happens when meetings
lack a purpose. If the meeting does have
a purpose, it is usually not clear. Always
have a purpose and don’t hide it in a
power pointless presentation. Be very
clear about why you’re having the meeting, and what needs to get done. Hit the
participants over the head with the purpose. Begin with the end in mind and
think about the one big goal you’d like
the meeting to accomplish. Be a cheerleader for the purpose. What would you
like everyone to think after the meeting?
Everyone should leave knowing what
the purpose was and what’s expected of
them. When the purpose is clear, people become passionate and creative.
To build structure into a meeting, set an
agenda, start on time and end on time. It

helps all those involved to focus on what
they are really trying to achieve and
how best to reach that goal. Remember
opportunity cost, every minute a person
spends in your meeting, they could be
doing something else. A structure can
show everyone how well the team is
working, how meaningful the purpose
is, how the team is working together.
Finally, a successful meeting
contains
effective
communication.
Healthy disagreement
and debate are signs of
passionate people and
productive meetings. It is
therefore crucial to get honest input from everyone. No one
should feel afraid to say what they really think, and no one person or group
should dominate the discussion. People
involved must feel like their opinions
are valued and taken seriously. Many
people think a meeting is useful based
on whether or not they were involved.
When people participate, they take
ownership and become responsible for
outcome.
How can you make sure your meetings
are successful?
1. Have a clear Purpose – hit them over
the head with it.
2. Provide a Structure – stay on schedule using an agenda.
3. Get Participation – from everyone
involved.
These three points characterize a good
meeting. A successful meeting doesn’t
come from coffee and doughnuts (or even
pizza and beer). Productive, valuable and
engaging meetings require a clear purpose, structure and participation.

1% Mattitude Improvement Tip
Get Rid of Filler Words
The most powerful way to get rid
of unwanted filler words (ums, uhs,
basically) and distracting mouth sounds
to replace them. The best thing to replace
them with is the pause. Whenever you
catch yourself using a non-word, just shut
up for a moment and say nothing. Now,
I have to tell you, the first few times you
do this, it will probably feel as though
there is a huge, terrifying gap of silence
while you wait. I promise you, no one

will notice. Start practicing the pause
now. Before long, you will discover how
wonderful silence can be. It allows you
to think while giving the listener time to
paint the picture of what you just said.
Practice the Power of the Pause.
Improving your life just a little each day
makes all the difference! What tips do
you use to improve your life? If you have
a useful tip, I encourage you to send it
to me so others can benefit. Simply send
tips to: tips@mattbooth.com.

Contact Matt today at 563-590-9693 or e-mail info@mattbooth.com.

TIME? WHERE WE’RE GOING WE WON’T NEED TIME
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fects from the outside today. Those pieces
which have rusted through will be either
replaced or repaired as part of this phase.
Other parts will need to be replaced during
future phases, once their damage becomes
apparent. On the wood section, the damaged areas are easier to see up close and
will be repaired or replaced as necessary.
The precast base, which looked alright
when the Town Clock Plaza had the same
surface, appears tired
and out-of-date adjacent
to the new platform at its
base and the reconstructed Main Street. This portion of the clock will be
clad in an exterior material that appears similar
to stucco.

The Town Clock
Receives a Face Lift
by Chris Wand, Durrant Group
In late 2006, the City of Dubuque Leisure Services Department embarked on a
multi-phase project to repair and restore
the community’s beloved Town Clock.
Phase 1 includes upgrades to the interior
electrical systems, refinishing of the exposed aggregate precast base, repairs to
the historic clock and repainting of the
clock exterior. The City has been putting
money aside for several years to ensure
that the work of Phase 1 could be accomplished at the same time.

John Bell Dry Goods Store (upon which
it sat) in 1872, killing three people. After
being relocated, the Town Clock received
routine maintenance leading up to present
day. However, over 130 years of exposure
to the elements, including hail storms, has
taken its toll, no matterx how good the
city’s maintenance program has been.

Once the repairs are
complete, the Town
Clock will be painted.
Previous paint samples
have shown that there
were potentially additional colors on the
clock but there are
few definitive clues
as to where those colors would have been
utilized. The off-white
color you see today is
probably the closest to
the original and it is the
way the majority of us
remember the clock.
Future phases of the renovation will likely
include updating the clock mechanism,
installing exterior accent lighting and performing further repairs. The Town Clock
will need repainting on a multi-year cycle,
it is anticipated. So, within the next couple
months, you will see one of our favorite city
icons sheathed in a skin of scaffolding and
plastic in anticipation of this work. By May
of next year, the renovated Town Clock will
be revealed and once again preside over
the myriad of festivals that occur at its feet.

The current project began with a visual
assessment of existing conditions. Did
you know that the Town Clock is clad in
tin on the upper two sections? The lower
portion is wood. All three sections exhibit
the damage that one encounters over the
course of its life. This visual assessment revealed that the tin is rusting from the inside
out, though only certain areas show the ef-

Built in 1873 to replace the original Town
Clock and situated on the Town Clock
Building currently owned by Cottingham
& Butler, the Town Clock was relocated to
its current location atop the precast base
in 1971 through a citizen-led effort. The
building upon which it sat had fallen into
disrepair and it was feared that this Town
Clock would suffer the same fate as the
original, which caused the collapse of the

The Town Clock remains a focal point througn the 2002 re-opening on Main Street, a project that Chris also worked on.

365INK: IT’S PEANUT-BUTTERY!
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Taco bar – both soft and hard shells
with all the toppings. This has to be
one of the cheapest and easiest party
meals. Simply slow-cook hamburger
with taco seasoning, heat-up refried
beans and bring along an assortment
of chopped lettuce, tomato, onion,
sauces and other condiments. Serve
with various tortilla chips. Make it
even more fun by inviting guests to
bring their favorite nacho chip dip.

Time to Tailgate
Pull up the pick-up truck and let the tailgate down. It is football season and time
to cheer for your hometown team. Whether you are grilling in your backyard or the
stadium parking lot, tailgating brings a big
crowd with big appetites.
Pre-season planning starts with grill essentials. Get a portable grill, single-use bags
of charcoal (just light the bag; no lighter
fluid needed), the new no-stick cooking
grill sprays, flavored wood chips, a good
metal spatula and long grill tongs. Keep
the food fresh with “hot or cold” thermal
bags and those nifty new nylon collapsible cooler bags. Aluminum foil, paper
towels, disposable wipes, paper plates,
napkins and silverware complete the set.

Plan meals your friends can help make...
Pulled pork sandwiches served with samples of barbecue sauces from around the
state and nation. Get samples of thick
sweet sauces from Missouri or mustardflavored styles from the Carolinas and, of
course, your favorite local sauce.
Baked potato bar with all the trimmings.
Wrap big king-size potatoes in foil and
bake until tender. Pack in a cooler and
take to the tailgate party. Serve with all the
favorite fixings: guacamole, sour cream,
chives, chopped peppers, onions and
even some deli-fresh pico de gallo.

On the sidelines, keep an assortment of deli-fresh salads, sushi rolls,
veggie platters and fruit trays. Add a
few new fun foods like Glad Corn
(half-popped popcorn) in barbecue
and cheddar flavors, Snack Factory
Pretzel chips in both honey-mustard
and buffalo-blue style, Popcorn Indiana flavored kettle-corn, pita chips,
Snyder’s of Hanover organic pumpernickel, and onion pretzel sticks
paired with Wild Garden hummus.
Get more yardage for your party with
recipe ideas and catered meals from HyVee.com - or try the following sandwich
recipes with hearty new breads from your
favorite Hy-Vee bakeshop.

Husky Horseradish-Dijon
Roast Beef Sandwich
Wow your taste buds and tailgating friends
with the flavor of roasted garlic bread,
beef and a horseradish dressing.
All you need
3 tbsp mayonnaise
3 tbsp Hy-Vee Dijon-style mustard
1 tbsp prepared horseradish
12 slices Hy-Vee New French Bakery
Roasted Garlic bread
6 large lettuce leaves
1 lb Dilusso roasted beef, thinly sliced
8 oz Monterey Jack cheese, sliced
1 cup Hy-Vee mozzarella, shredded
3 tomatoes, sliced
All you do
In a small bowl combine mayonnaise,
mustard and horseradish. Spread one side
of each slice of bread with mayonnaise
mixture. Layer each of six coated sides with
one-sixth of the lettuce, roast beef, cheeses
and tomatoes. Top each with another bread
slice, coated-side-down. Cut each sandwich with a diagonal cut. Serves 6.

Not the type of changes where you avoid
certain foods, just simple changes where
you eat the right foods? Start now by eating more of the following four foods:
Barley: Oatmeal was the first food to be endorsed by the Food & Drug Administration
as having the ability to reduce the risk of
heart disease. Now another whole grain –
barley – has achieved the same distinction.
It’s not magic – it’s simply the soluble fiber
in barley and oatmeal which helps lower
cholesterol. Other good sources of soluble
fiber are apples, oranges, bananas, broccoli,
carrots, cabbage, beans and flaxseed.
Avocado: Sure, avocados are high in fat, but
it’s the right type of heart-healthy fat that
boosts HDL (good) cholesterol and lowers
LDL (bad) cholesterol. Avocados naturally
contain beta-sitosterol, a type of plant sterol that inhibits the absorption of cholesterol and promotes lower blood cholesterol
levels. Look for plant sterols added to other
products such as Minute Maid® Premium
Heart Wise™ orange juice and Nature Valley™ Healthy Heart chewy granola bars.
Walnuts: Nuts are so good for your heart.
Almonds and walnuts in particular offer a
heart-healthy blend of nutritious oils, cholesterol-removing plant sterols and soluble fiber, plus vitamin E, the combination
of which helps reduce cholesterol.
Tuna: Both tuna and salmon are rich in
heart-healthy omega-3 oils. This unique fat
may help prevent hardening of the arteries as
well as prevent blood platelets from clumping together and blocking arteries. Omega-3
fats from fish may also reduce triglycerides.

Brown Sugar &
Ginger-Glazed Salmon
Serve with grilled veggies and wholegrain rolls.
All you need
1 tbsp dark brown sugar
1 tsp Hy-Vee Dijon-style mustard
1 tsp Hy-Vee soy sauce
1/4 tsp ground ginger
4 (4-ounces each) salmon fillets
Black pepper, to taste
Sesame seeds, toasted (optional)

Four Foods for
Lower Cholesterol

All you do
Lightly spray grill rack with nonstick
cooking spray. Preheat grill to medium.
In small bowl, combine sugar, mustard,
soy sauce and ginger. Season salmon to
taste with pepper and place skin-side-up
on grill rack. Grill 3 to 4 minutes. Turn
salmon; brush with sugar mixture. Grill 3
to 4 minutes more or until sugar melts and
fish flakes easily with a fork. Garnish with
toasted sesame seeds if desired.

Would you like to reduce your cholesterol
level with just a few simple diet changes?

Nutrition facts: 195calories, 31 g protein,
5g fat, 4 g carb and 286 mg sodium.

Nutrition facts: 301 calories, 24g carbs,
10g fat, 29g protein, 2g fiber, 578mg sodium, 68 mg sodium.

WE USE COPIES OF 365INK TO MEET PEOPLE AT NIGHT
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came the voice of what appeared
to be a polite gentleman.
“No,” I replied. “You’re fine.”
“Good, I would hate to block the
view of the famous writer,” he
responded directly.

A for Effort
We’re all familiar with the adage ‘you
reap what you sow.’ However corny
this may sound, it is an undisputed
law of nature. Proper planning and
the timely execution of our ideas are
further tested by our willingness to be
patient. Results of any kind can not
be forced. Additionally, the extent of
our planning has a direct affect on the
potential outcome, whether a great
success or dismal failure. Yet shouldn’t
the fact that we simply tried be worthy
of praise, regardless of the outcome?
Peacefully reading a book one evening,
I was dragged out of my slumber by a
girlfriend’s message suggesting I meet
up with her. With my make-up washed
off, I had to give thought to her request.
Deciding her company is always worth
the effort, I resurrected an outfit from a
pile of clothing on the floor, smeared a
little color on my face and threw on a
glittery pair of sling backs. Shoes, that
is. We sat and chatted, getting caught
up with the events that transpired since
our last visit. The establishment which
we were patronizing began to fill with
other like-minded souls each competing
for a better perspective of the band. It
was then that my attention was jolted
back to the present moment.
“Excuse me, am I blocking your view?”

Amused by the gross overexaggeration, I did, however,
appreciate the idea of such bold
flattery. Always willing to drum
up a conversation with anyone, our
group chatted away, sharing similar
experiences while equally intrigued
by our differences. Of course, all good
things must come to an end and so I said
goodbye to my new friend. I declined his
polite but persistent offer to pass along
his contact information so we could
continue our dialogue at a later date.
Interestingly, as I was organizing my
purse the next day, I came across the
business card of this new persistent
acquaintance. Whether or not I’ve
responded isn’t the topic of this article,
but I feel he should be given an A for
effort or at least for creativity.
People float in and out of our lives
for whatever reason.
Not always
permanent in nature these relationships
can last a few moments or forever but
usually reside in the space in between.
Arguably non-singles meet just as
many people as singles, but under
a different pretense and motivation.
The point is that singles purposely try
to meet new people and we arrange
ourselves accordingly; merely objects
drifting in the breeze. Whatever the
motivation for manifesting these new
acquaintances, we may or may not be
rewarded with our desired outcome,
yet in the end the simple fact that we
tried should be worthy of praise.
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WELCOME TO OUR ALL NEW TIME-KILLING 365 PUZZLE PAGE
SUDOKU

MEGA MAZE

ANSWERS TO ALL PUZZLES ARE ON THE NEXT PAGE - THAT’S RIGHT, NO WAITING ... YOU BIG CHEATER!

GET A CLUE, PUNK!

TRI-DOKU

1. The numbers 1-9 must be placed in each of the NINE LARGE triangles.
2. The numbers 1-9 must be placed in the three legs of the OUTERMOST triangle.
3. The numbers 1-9 must be placed in the three legs of the INVERTED INNER triangle.
4. No two neighboring (touching) cells may contain the same number.

Over a million readers a year...

and

Thank you for being one of them!

All puzzles @2007
King Features Synd., Inc.
World Rights Reserved.

MARTHA STEWART DIDN’T SELL OFF OUR STOCK, BUT SHE DID USE IT AS THE BASE OF A NICE SOUP.
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Dr. Skrap’s completely useless
Dear Trixie:
There’s a beautiful woman who works in
the tallest high rise in my town. I have
no idea who she is or which office is
hers. I am unable to sit outside that building all day, so what’s
the best way to meet a woman in a big office building?
--Regular Joe
Dear Joe:
You must not think too much of her if you’re unwilling to
take a day off work to stalk her. Women LOVE being stalked.
It makes them feel desirable and wanted. You could call in a
bomb threat on your lunch hour and when she comes running out offer to take her for a burger. Good luck with that.
Dear Trixie:
My daughter came home from school wearing low-rise
jeans, a black thong and a tiny little T-shirt. My wife says
she wasn’t wearing that when she left for school this morning. She is fifteen and seems to think sluttiness makes her
seem “cool” and “older.” How can our public schools allow these girls to dress like strippers? Don’t they have dress
codes anymore?
--Disgusted Dad
Dear Dad:
Of course they do. It was probably Casual Sex Friday.
Dear Trixie:
I’m a 20-year-old factory worker in Dubuque who isn’t too
successful with the ladies. I’m only 5’3” tall and I don’t make
a whole lot of money. I do have a very cool car — a 2004
candy apple red Dodge Ram pickup. There are a couple of
hot girls at work I’ve driven home. But they seem to be interested in college dudes. How can I compete with that?
--Jason on Central Avenue
Dear Jason:
You must not know any guys who actually go to college
because they all have brain damage from beer and football
injuries. Buy condoms -- the extra-extra large kind -- and
leave them all over the front seat of your truck right next to
your bowling trophies.
Dear Trixie:
I have two little children ages 5 and 6 who will not pick up
their toys. There are Barbies everywhere! Barbie cars, Barbie
accessories, Barbie Dream Houses. My vacuum cleaner has
conked out twice from tiny plastic Barbie shoes clogging
the beater brush. My husband broke his toe tripping over
the Barbie Camper. He wants to give the children one more
time to put their toys away and after that they get boxed up
and go to Goodwill. He thinks if they had fewer toys they’d
become more imaginative and creative. What do think?
--Harried Mother
Dear Mother:
I never had a Barbie. I had a brick in a sock with a face
painted on it. I didn’t have the Barbie car, either. I had the
shoe of my dead grandfather. I’d put the brick in it and
push it around the floor. Taking toys away will definitely
make your child’s imagination go wild. My sister and I once
thought up 137 different ways we could kill our parents.

HOROSCOPES

PUZZLE ANSWERS from page 27
Sudoku

Tri-Doku

ARIES You come to realize mini corn dogs are not an appropriate diet food just because the are smaller. Mini cheesecakes
on the other hand... now you’re onto something.
TAURUS Garfield comic strips become much more humorous if you erase all of Garfield’s dialogue, leaving only Jon’s.
You start to realize that Jon truly is insane — the only other
creature he talks to is his cat, expecting it to talk back. Are
you on this road? Are you?
GEMINI Quit wasting all your money on mouse traps in your
vain attempts to get rid of your mouse infestation. The best way
to trap those little critters is to put some peanut butter in the
liner of your wastebasket, wait for the beast to enter, and then
quickly close the bag and hurl it to kingdom come. Dr. Skrap
saw the 365 crew catch two of them this way this week.

Cryptoquip

Crossword

CANCER You should not be using WebMD to self-diagnose
your illnesses. Doctors are not pleased, for example, when
you put off having your headaches checked out, and suddenly
it’s brain cancer. They are also not pleased, though, when you
go in for necrotizing fasciitis. For God’s sake, it’s only a zit.
LEO It is possible that you may find your employment terminated in the coming days. It won’t be for naught, however.
Unemployment brings with it all sorts of new opportunities ...
like unemployment benefits. If you’re not eligible for unemployment benefits, however ... wow. Sucks to be you.
VIRGO Cut all liquids out of your diet except for 24oz. cans
of Rockstar Energy Drink. Drink several of them every day. If
it works, you will have discovered the source of infinite energy; a biological perpetual motion machine, if you will. If it
doesn’t, you’ll be dead. Don’t be a wuss.

Even Exchange

Mega
Maze

LIBRA An apple a day is healthy. Some veggies every day are
healthy. 30 minutes of jogging a day is healthy. A glass of red
wine a day is healthy. It’s not exactly hard to do any of these,
so get off the couch, quit watching reruns of Strangers With
Candy and start drinkin’!
SCORPIO In the first week of Smarch, sometime around Lansday or thereabouts, you will be confronted with the choice of
shaving a bear or hugging a moray. Be prepared to make this
choice. Remember, bears are smart.
SAGITTARIUS What would happen if you walked around the
city all day with a raccoon perched on your head? Not saying you should try it or anything, but it might brighten up the
week when your significant other dumps you for having that
raccoon in the house.
CAPRICORN Wheelchair races are old news by now. Heck,
they did it in Days of Thunder. There’s nothing you can do with
an ordinary wheelchair race to make it truly interesting again.
However, if you begin trying to race wheelchairs up escalators, you’ve found yourself a whole brand-new world of fun.
AQUARIUS When you’re at the Chili Cook-Off, don’t overdo
it. It’s all fun and nice to think that you can take on every spicy
chili known to man, but everyone else knows otherwise. Even
in the open air. Open air does not equal anonymity.
PISCES Consider some important words of advice ... words
that may come in handy: Never whistle while you’re using the
restroom. If you whistle while you’re doing that, you have two
minds where one is quite sufficient. A divided mind is easily
conquered. Don’t let them conquer you.

THE ANSWERS Questions on Page 6
1. C, this is the 14th annual Chili Cook-Off.
2. D, the Wild Animals were formerly the
Worn-Out Shoes.
3. Squeaky cheese curds are taken out of the
aging vat before the rest of the cheese batch
is aged. Simple as that!
4. C, beans are not allowed in CASIregulation chili.
5. B, Mandy Patinkin first played Che
in Broadway’s Evita.
6. D, Chili Cook-Off marks our 7th
birthday!
7. The answer is none of the above. The
theme to Star Wars is better than all of
them. If you disagree, Lord Vader would
care to have a word with you.
8. D, the Jaycees serve beer. Duh.
9. B, the Federal Building was built in 1934
after a 1932 commissioning.
10. The City of Dubuque paid the government the grand total of one dollar for the
building in 2006.

WOW, THE NEW CITY COUNCIL CHAMBERS LOOK LIKE THE STAR CHAMBER
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based architecture firm The Durrant Group
has been involved in many of the City’s
high-profile projects, from the re-opening
of Main Street to parking facilities and what
will become the firm’s signature office
building at the Port of Dubuque, and most
recently, renovations to the Federal Building as seen on our cover. Likewise, local
contractors like Conlon, Epic, and Tricon
Construction are involved in the Port of
Dubuque and other initiatives. America’s
River Project Phase II is underway and expanding on the success of the first phase.

Continued from page 4
ship with others is the basis of Dubuque’s
success today and into the future,” wrote
City Manager Mike Van Milligen in the
City’s 2007 Annual Report, a point he reaffirmed in an interview with 365. “What has
to be in place is a willingness for people to
partner to make things happen. The America’s River Project is a perfect example of
what can be accomplished with that sort of
collaboration.”
Indeed, the nearly $200-million riverfront development project not only transformed the Port of Dubuque and set the
stage for further investment at the Port
and throughout the city’s historic downtown, but also served as the shining example for what can be achieved when
people come together toward a common
goal. While America’s River might
serve as an inspiration to people
in other communities across the
state and beyond, the spirit of collaboration that made it possible is
a lesson that is almost universally
understood in Dubuque.
Those who remember the hard
times and steep unemployment
rates of the 1980s point to the necessity of collaboration as a means
to escape economic catastrophe. A City
Comprehensive Plan in 1995 set the
course for future development and served
as a template for further examples of community collaboration. Major examples
include the Downtown Master Plan and
the Envision 2010 process – a partnership
between the Dubuque Area Chamber of

Commerce and the Community Foundation of Greater Dubuque, with funding
from the Dubuque Racing Association
– and the resulting 2010 committees who
continue to work toward making the community’s ten favorite projects a reality.
While the Envision 2010 committees are
making real progress towards achieving
those goals, the City partners on day-to-day
basis with other organizations, businesses,
and industry on a variety of programs and
projects. In addition to the Chamber of
Commerce and the Community Foundation, the City works closely with the
Greater Dubuque Development Corp.,
Dubuque Main Street and an assortment of
neighborhood organizations. The Carnegie-Stout Public Library has partnered with
the Dubuque Community Schools.

Perhaps the most immediately visible examples of community collaboration are
City civic construction projects. Area architectural, engineering and contracting firms
work in partnership with the City to give
the growth and revitalization of our community real vision and ultimately, make it
reality. For example, prominent Dubuque-

“The National Civic League’s All-America City Award is great because it confirms what we’ve always known, which
is that collaboration is a key to success,”
said Van Milligen.
Assistant City Manager Cindy Steinhauser
agrees, noting how collaboration and success feed off of each other: “Having done
the (All-America City) application two
other times, I can tell you that the team
spirit this time was amazing. We are a
community that has a common vision.”
Mayor Roy Buol adds, “I’ve been to a lot
of conferences and conventions and in
that respect we are unique.”
The award brings national recognition
to the city and serves as another tool for

community partners like the Chamber of
Commerce and the Greater Dubuque Development Corp to recruit industry and the
workforce vital to continued development.
“The other thing that is not measurable is
the community pride,” Steinhauser notes
as a benefit of the award. “It’s not just the
City and Chamber leaders who are standing up and taking pride in the city, but with
this award, average Joes truly feel it.” She
also notes an increase in traffic on the AllAmerica City Award page on the City’s web
site from local people forwarding the link
to friends and family all over the country.
Continued on page 31
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Mike Macrae

Wednesday, September 26, 9 PM
Live on Main Comedy, Bricktown
Mike is known for his trademark blend of
insightful social and cultural commentary
with uncanny, unique impressions. Mike
is a favorite feature act in clubs all over the
country, and has lent his distinctive voice
to dozens of popular anime cartoons.

Mike Preston

Saturday, September 29, 9 PM
The Arthur House, Platteville
Comedian, author and talk show host,
Mike does it all! He’s a regular guest
comic with Chicago-style Stand Ups and
recently toured with Comics on Duty.

Paul Frisbie

Wednesday, October 3, 9 PM
Live on Main Comedy, Bricktown
This high energy funnyman takes the stage
and never gives up his hold on the audience. Zooming from one topic to the next,
Frisbie always delivers a steady stream of
stories, observations and one-liners.

Dobie Maxwell

Saturday, October 6, 9 PM
The Arthur House, Platteville
A pro for over two decades, ‘Mr. Lucky’ is
one of the top-touring comics in the U.S.
He’s been on the Bob & Tom show, and
opened for Jay Leno, Jerry Seinfeld, Jeff
Foxworthy & Drew Carey.
GARY OLSEN’S

HIGHER EDUCATION

There’s nothing quite like improv comedy;
knowing that the show you’re watching is essentially unique, being created there on the
spot, one-of-a-kind in history is pretty cool.
The Bell Tower Theater has been promoting
improv comedy in the Tri-States for quite some
time now, and now another opportunity for
fans of shows like Whose Line Is It Anyway?
to attend an improv show has arisen.

COMEDY SPORTZ

3100 Comedy is on haitus during renovations!

On Saturday, November 3, the Bell Tower Theater will present the return of Comedy Sportz,
the award-winning comedy troupe from the
Quad Cities. The group’s prior performances
at the Bell Tower over the last three years have
all been sell-outs, and the theater is bringing
Comedy Sportz back by popular demand.
Comedy Sportz focuses its humor on all-agefriendly material, with the motto “No off-color humor — don’t need it, don’t want it. You
can stand on the street and hear people cuss
for free.” Can’t argue with that; after all, Bill
Cosby is still funny after all these years!
Tickets for Comedy Sportz are
$17, and they
are
available
now at the Bell
Tower Theater
box office, located at 2728 Asbury Road. Discounts are available for groups of 20 or more.
For ticketing or additional information, call
563-588-3377, or visit the Web site at www.
belltowertheater.net

MAN! IT’S HARD TO BE FUNNY ALL THE TIME IN THESE HEADERS!
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But receiving the All-America City designation does not mean our work is over.
“We read this book, Good To Great, by
Jim Collins,” explains Steinhauser. “And in
it he says, ‘It is when we think we have arrived that we begin our slide into mediocrity,’ and that pairs well with the All-America City Award, as it does not say you’ve
arrived. It says you have the civic wherewithal to find solutions to problems.”
Van Milligen is equally wary
of complacency, viewing
the award as an opportunity.
When asked what the award
means to the community, he
said, “I hope what it means
is that the community takes
it as a personal challenge
to maintain and improve
the quality of life. The best
example I can think of, of
that kind forward thinking,
would be the Every Child
Every Promise program.”
A new initiative that is a partnership
between the Community Foundation of
Greater Dubuque and Mississippi Valley

Promise, Every Child Every Promise aims
to identify needs of youth from birth to
age-20 and work with existing schools,
agencies and the broader community to
develop a strategic plan to address those
needs. The initiative has already identified
five promises to the youth of Dubuque:
Caring adults, safe places and constructive use of time, healthy start and healthy
development, effective education for
marketable skills and lifelong learning,
and opportunities to make
a difference through helping others. To engage the
broader community in the
process, organizers will
host a community-wide
summit in October – a first
step in creating a growth
chart and strategic plan to
be implemented toward
fulfilling the five promises
to the youth of Dubuque.
While a program like Every
Child Every Promise might seem at first
to be completely different than some of
the other initiatives like warehouse revitalization, economic development and
job creation, in a community where collaboration is key many issues seem in-
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terconnected. Steinhauser sees a natural
connection between Every Child Every
Promise and economic development:
“Our kids are our next workforce.”
It’s an observation of which Mayor Buol is
acutely aware. “Our biggest challenge is
workforce development, both recruitment
and retention,” Buol states in the context
of record job creation and stagnant population growth. “We’ve got to retain and
attract young people. We have the student population here but we have to connect them to jobs and opportunity.”
It’s a problem well known at 365. In fact,
365 was created in part to help people,
especially young people, make connections in the community between people
with similar interests.
Understanding
that
young people decide
on where they want to
live based on a variety
of factors – cultural
diversity, employment
opportunities, nightlife
– we work to connect
people with fulfilling
experiences, relationships and opportunities
through greater communication to improve

overall quality of life. Hopefully, those experiences, relationships and opportunities
will keep people connected to our community and ultimately translate to a bigger
and better workforce.
While recognizing the challenge of recruitment and retention, Steinhauser
notes the challenge of an increasingly
diverse population. “Our city physically
has changed how it looks,” she says of
infrastructure upgrades and beautification projects. “We are embarking on the
next phase of change. We have to understand why someone who might look
different than us, why they might want
to live here too. Embracing the change
of what our population looks like is our
next great challenge.”

